Menifee City Council
AGENDA
Wednesday, June 13, 2018
Special Meeting 5:00 PM
City Council Chambers
29714 Haun Road
Menifee, CA 92586
Vacant, Mayor
Greg August, District 1
Matt Liesemeyer, District 2
Lesa Sobek, District 3
John Denver, District 4

SPECIAL JOINT WORKSHOP
CITY COUNCIL AND PLANNING COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING (5:00 P.M)
1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

ROLL CALL

3.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

4.

JOINT CITY COUNCIL AND PLANNING COMMISSION WORKSHOP
4.1.

Study Session on the Development Code Update
RECOMMENDED ACTION

1. Review the Audit Report identifying key issues and recommendations on addressing
these items in the Updated Development Code.
2. Review the Annotated Outline for the Updated Development Code (Zoning and
Subdivision Chapters). Provide feedback to Staff regarding any additional issues that
should be addressed.
5.

ADJOURN
Decorum Policy Notes
Please use a speaker request form if you wish to address Council. The Council
anticipates and encourages public participation at its Council meeting on agenda
items. Please use respect by not having your cell phones on, refrain from talking
in the audience or outbursts that may be disruptive. While we encourage
participation, we ask there be a mutual respect for the proceedings.
Staff Reports
Materials related to an item on this agenda, including those submitted to the City
Council after distribution of the agenda packet, are available for public inspection
by contacting Sarah Manwaring, City Clerk, at (951) 672-6777 during normal
business hours.
Compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
If you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, you should contact
Sarah Manwaring, City Clerk at (951) 672-6777. Notification 72 hours prior to the
meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to assure
accessibility to this meeting.
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CITY OF MENIFEE
SUBJECT:
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MEETING DATE:
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TO:

Mayor and City Council

PREPARED BY:

Lisa Gordon, Planning Manager

REVIEWED BY:

Cheryl Kitzerow, Community Development Director

APPROVED BY:

Armando G. Villa, City Manager

RECOMMENDED ACTION
1. Review the Audit Report identifying key issues and recommendations on addressing
these items in the Updated Development Code.
2. Review the Annotated Outline for the Updated Development Code (Zoning and
Subdivision Chapters). Provide feedback to Staff regarding any additional issues that
should be addressed.
DISCUSSION
Comprehensive Development Code Update
The City of Menifee creating comprehensive “Menifee-specific” zoning, subdivision and grading
ordinances that are consistent with and implement the adopted 2013 General Plan.
Otherwise known as the Comprehensive Development Code, the regulations will be crafted to
be user-friendly and help the City and applicants to achieve the vision, goals and objectives of
the General Plan while establishing clear procedures for the development review process.
Joint Study Session
The purpose of this study session is to review the Audit Report and Annotated Outline and
provide feedback. The Audit Report and Annotated Outline will serve as the guiding framework
and work plan for the drafting of the code updates over the next six months.
Audit Report
The Audit Report presents an analysis of the existing Development Code, with a focus on the
Zoning Ordinance. The analysis represents summary observations of the existing ordinances
with recommendations that identify a preferred approach in preparing the Discussion Draft
Development Code. Recognizing that many of the ordinances originated in Riverside County,
much of the existing language and structure of the existing Development Code will change.
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City of Menifee Staff Report
Study Session on the Development Code Update
June 13, 2018
Page 2 of 2

The main focus of the Audit Report identifies issues regarding and makes recommendations to
address the following topics:









Code usability and accessibility
o Making the code more user friendly and easier to navigate
Permit processing and administration
o Streamlining application processing and clarifying procedures
o Minimizing non-conforming uses
o Adjustments in application types and approval authorities
Zones
o Zoning should accommodate the types of uses and development to respond to
existing and future demand
o Consolidate and organize allowed uses
o Align zones with the General Plan
General development regulations
o Identify development standards and specific use standards that are Menifeespecific and consolidate in one location
Specific use regulations
o Address Menifee-specific issues, such as rural residential properties and short
term rentals
Compliance with State and Federal law
o Ensure that the Development Code is consistent with State and Federal Laws

Annotated Outline
This document identifies the proposed organization and content of the Zoning and Subdivision
Ordinances.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Audit Report_Public Final 5-31-18
2. Title 9_Annotated Outline for Presentation REV Final
3. Title 7_Annotated Outline for Presentation REV Final
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May 2018
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Prepared By:

Michael Baker International, Inc.
9755 Clairemont Mesa Boulevard, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92124-1324
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The City of Menifee has started the process of creating comprehensive “Menifee‐specific” zoning,
subdivision, and grading ordinances that are consistent with and implement the adopted 2013 General
Plan. Otherwise known as the Development Code, these regulations will be crafted to be user‐friendly and
help the City and applicants to achieve the vision, goals and objectives of the General Plan while
establishing clear procedures for the development review process.
The primary role of the Development Code is to implement the goals and policies already established in
the General Plan. The Zoning Ordinance in particular establishes a number of the regulations and
procedures that guide development and ensure that it is consistent with the General Plan vision. The
Subdivision and Grading Ordinances also play significant roles in establishing procedures specifically
related to the creation of new parcels and grading and site preparation for development, respectively.

What are the objectives of the Development Code update?
The Development Code update was initiated to revise the regulations affecting land use and development
consistent with the adopted 2013 General Plan. Specifically, the objectives of this update are to:





Develop Menifee‐specific regulations.
Prepare codes that are user‐friendly and easy to navigate.
Streamline and define development review processes.
Be in compliance with State law.

What is the Development Code?
The Development Code update includes updates to the Zoning, Subdivision, and Grading Ordinances. Of
these three ordinances, the Zoning Ordinance is one of the primary implementing documents of the
General Plan as it establishes standards for the creation of new parcels, the types of buildings and uses
that are allowed on parcels, and the physical and operational standards that building and uses must
comply with. The Subdivision and Grading Ordinances provide additional guidance on specific permit and
approval requirements related to subdivision of property and grading in support of the development
standards established in the Zoning Ordinance. While updates to the Subdivision and Grading Ordinances
will be completed as part of the Development Code update project, the focus of the analysis in this Audit
Report will be on the Zoning Ordinance.

WHAT ZONING ORDINANCES DO
As the primary implementing tool for the General Plan, the Zoning Ordinance establishes a number of the
regulations and procedures that guide development and ensure that it is consistent with the General Plan
vision. Zoning ordinances:
Establish zones. Each land use designation identified in the General Plan needs at least one
implementing zone. The zone dictates how a property can be used and developed and is the
primary implementation tool for determining consistency with the intent of the General Plan land
uses designations. Zones are applied to properties and approved on a zoning map as part of a
zoning ordinance.
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Define application procedures. The processing procedure for each type of application is
established so users of the code, including the public, City staff, and decision‐makers, understand
the expectations and requirements associated with development review and approval.
Establish standards of development. Standards of development include both physical property
development standards (e.g., setbacks, height, parking requirements) and operational standards
(e.g., hours of operation, lighting standards, noise impacts) of permitted uses on the property. The
standards can be designated by zone, general use type (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial),
or by specific use type (e.g., auto‐related uses, outdoor storage, temporary uses).

WHAT ZONING ORDINANCES DON’T DO
Just as important in understanding what zoning ordinances do is understanding what they don’t do.
They do not establish the vision or policies for the community. These are determined through the
General Plan process.
They do not change policies of the General Plan. The processes and regulations established in the
ordinances must be consistent with the General Plan.
They do not change the zoning requirements adopted in specific plan areas. Specific Plans are
adopted with specific standards for development. Changes to the zoning ordinance will not affect
previously adopted specific plans unless the plans require compliance with regulations in place at
the time of proposed development.
They do not contain guidelines. Zoning ordinances are local laws that establish objective and
enforceable rights, responsibilities, standards, requirements, and procedures. They are required
and compulsory. Guidelines, while very useful and important in the development review and
approval process, are subjective statements of preference and desirable and negotiable outcomes,
not compulsory standards and requirements.

Why is the Development Code being updated?
The current Development Code primarily consists of Riverside
Existing Ordinances
County ordinances that have not been comprehensively
updated since the incorporation of the City of Menifee in 2008.
 Title 9 (Planning and Zoning) of
These ordinances are not an effective tool as they continue to
the Menifee Municipal Code
reflect standards and trends more appropriate for county
 Riverside County Zoning
development and have not been updated to reflect the goals
Ordinance No. 348
and policies of the City’s General Plan. While chapters have
 Riverside County Subdivision
been added by the City of Menifee over time, these chapters
Regulations Ordinance No. 460
have typically been drafted on a case‐by‐case basis to respond
to a particular issue. The current system of ordinances has
become complicated and confusing for the public to navigate and understand and difficult for City staff
and decision‐makers to administer.
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Determine what uses can go on a property. Each zone has a list of allowed uses that are permitted
within that zone. The allowed use listings also determine the type of approval that is required prior
to establishing a particular use.
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AUDIT REPORT APPROACH AND ORGANIZATION
This Audit Report presents an analysis of the existing Development Code, with a focus on the Zoning
Ordinance. The analysis included here represents summary observations of the existing ordinances with
recommendations that identify a preferred approach in preparing the Discussion Draft Development
Code. Recognizing that many of the ordinances originated in Riverside County, much of the existing
language and structure will change.
More detailed analysis will be conducted during preparation of the Code. Consultation with City staff will
occur as specific issues arise. Staff may consult with City decision‐makers, as needed, during preparation
of the Discussion Draft Development Code as well.

Considerations in the Audit Report Analysis
The analysis conducted as part of this Report considered many inputs including key issues identified to
date, updates required for consistency with the adopted General Plan, a review for compliance with State
and Federal law, as well as best practices. These considerations informed the summary observations
included in this Report and the recommendations for moving forward in the Code update process.

Key Issues

General Plan
Consistency

Compliance
with Laws

Best Practices

Audit Report Analysis

KEY ISSUES
As part of the update process, three distinct tasks were conducted during the project rollout and issue
identification phase designed to solicit input from a cross‐section of users of the Development Code.
These tasks included:




Stakeholder Interviews, consisting of several focused interviews with stakeholders over a 2‐day
period.
Staff Summit, which was a one‐half day discussion with City planning staff.
City Council/Planning Commission Study Session No. 1, including presentation of a summary of
key issues identified to date for feedback from the City Council, Planning Commission, and the
public.
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The recent adoption of the City’s first General Plan has created an obligation and opportunity for a
comprehensive update of the Development Code, creating a user‐friendly set of Menifee‐specific
regulations that will implement the General Plan’s vision for establishing local control and consistently
mandating high quality development, amenities, and public services as a stipulation for growth, prompting
a continuing cycle of investment and reinvestment in the community.
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The key themes that emerged from each of these tasks are included by topic in the Audit Report Analysis
section below. See Appendix A: Key Issues Summary for additional background and information on key
themes and issues identified.

As part of the 2013 adoption of the General Plan, a series of implementation actions were developed to
assist City staff in identifying tasks necessary to carry out the goals and policies identified in the General
Plan. Specific outstanding implementation actions will be addressed through the Development Code
update process. Additional items, including more detailed reviews and revisions to existing ordinances,
will also be integrated into the Code update throughout the process to ensure the regulations established
are consistent with the intent of the General Plan.
See Appendix B: General Plan Implementation Actions for specific actions to be addressed through the
Code update.

COMPLIANCE WITH STATE AND FEDERAL LAW
In California, it is generally left to cities and counties to determine how to best regulate land uses and
development in their jurisdiction. However, there are certain exceptions that require local regulations to
be either consistent with or preempted by State or Federal law. Updates to permit procedures, zones and
allowed uses, definitions, general development regulations, and specific use regulations will be required
for consistency with applicable laws and will be addressed as part of the Code update process.

BEST PRACTICES
Many of the observations and recommendations included in this Audit Report are reflective of best
practices in preparing and administering codes. These are primarily exhibited in the organizational
recommendations and will be considered during drafting of the Code.

Audit Report Organization
This Report summarizes general observations and identifies a set of recommendations organized around
the following topics:







Code usability and accessibility
Permit processing and administration
Zones
General development regulations
Specific use regulations
Compliance with State and Federal law

How will this Audit Report be used?
This Audit Report is a key step towards updating the Development Code. While the focus of this Report
is the Zoning Ordinance, many of the recommendations identified on overall format and organization will
apply to the Subdivision and Grading Ordinance updates as well.
This Report will be presented at a joint City Council/Planning Commission study session along with a
recommended Draft Annotated Outline (under separate cover) that has been developed based on the
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AUDIT REPORT ANALYSIS
Code Usability and Accessibility
Rules and regulations are not effective if people cannot find the
Key Theme Identified
information they are looking for or if they do not understand
the rules and regulations. Given zoning’s central role in shaping
 The current codes are not user‐
Menifee, the Development Code should be logically organized,
friendly and are difficult to
well‐formatted, and easy to use. One of the consistent inputs
navigate.
across initial discussions with stakeholders, City staff, and other
users of the code was the difficulty in navigating the documents and understanding regulations due to
how regulations were drafted or organized.
A user‐friendly document should have the following minimum features:






A table of contents that provides descriptive chapter and section titles, so a user can quickly
navigate the document and find the information they are looking for. Chapters are generally
organized by topic.
Headers and footers that allow a reader to quickly navigate to relevant chapters or sections.
A consistent organizational structure across similar chapters for predictability and an increased
awareness of where in the code to look for the same information across like chapters or sections.
An index of terms that is generally consolidated in one location for easy reference with cross‐
references for specialty terms defined elsewhere in the code.

This section contains general observations about the existing organization, format, and usability, as well
as strategies for improving these aspects in the Code update.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
The current Development Code primarily consists of Riverside County ordinances that were developed
prior to incorporation of the City of Menifee in 2008 and adopted by the City as an interim measure until
the adoption of a Menifee General Plan. These ordinances have not been comprehensively updated to
reflect the goals and policies of the City’s General Plan and contain information that is not reflective of
the type of uses and development envisioned for the City of Menifee.
After incorporation, the City prepared and adopted select chapters in Title 9 (Planning and Zoning) of the
Menifee Municipal Code as needed to respond to a particular issue or requirement. The combination of
adopted County ordinances and Menifee Municipal Code chapters makes the applicable regulations
complicated for the public to navigate and understand and difficult for City staff and decision‐makers to
administer.
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recommendations identified in the Audit Report. The Annotated Outline will be refined based on feedback
received at the joint study session and from City staff and will be the basis for preparation of the
Discussion Draft Development Code. Staff may consult with decision‐makers during preparation of the
Code as well. The Discussion Draft Development Code will be presented to the public for further review
and comment as part of the update process prior to adoption.
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The existing Zoning Ordinance includes very limited tables and graphics. Most of the information is
currently presented in text and list format, including allowed use listings and development standards, or
is in multiple chapters of the ordinance. This can lead to uncertainty and inconsistency as regulations can
be difficult to locate or, once located, can vary unintentionally from chapter to chapter. Much of the
information to be included in the Development Code can be condensed into table format or would benefit
from the use of a graphic to illustrate the meaning or intent of a standard or defined term.
Tables are useful for minimizing redundant information by consolidating repetitive information such as
allowed use listings, or types of information such as development standards (e.g., setbacks, height limits)
across individual zones. By providing information in a table form, consistency and differentiation across
zones is easier to compare, understand and maintain. Consolidating information in one location also
minimizes
the
opportunity
for
inconsistencies to arise over time as focused
amendments are made to a use or standard
in one location, rather than having to amend
the standard in multiple locations throughout
the Code.
Graphics illustrate standards are very useful
in showing the intent of defined terms,
especially those related to building form, and
make the Zoning Ordinance and required
development
standards
easier
to
understand. Graphics may include plan
views, elevations, or isometric views.

Observation 2: Disjointed Chapter Groupings
The organization of chapters is haphazard and doesn’t follow a logical progression. The current
organization reflects the piecemeal and chronological nature of how the Code was adopted by the County
of Riverside and updated by Menifee since incorporation. The Development Code update process provides
an opportunity to bring a predictable structure to the Code.
A typical code structure includes the following hierarchal organization:





Title. The Municipal Code is comprised of individual ordinances, or titles. Title numbering will be
dictated by the existing Municipal Code organization.
Article. The Titles are divided into Articles that have similar functions and purposes. Articles may
be adopted formally with assigned numbering within the overall code structure, but it is not
necessary to do so. Regardless of how articles are treated within the code, they provide important
structure for how chapters of the code are organized. The article title identifies the topic around
which like chapters are organized.
Chapter. Articles are divided into Chapters. Numbering of chapters ideally reserves additional
space for new chapters in the future to accommodate additions, as needed. E.g., 9.10, 9.15, 9.20.
Regardless of whether articles (groupings of like chapters) are integrated into the formal code
organization, it is useful to group chapters that address like topics together. For instance, all zone
chapters should be grouped (e.g. Residential Zones, Commercial Zones, etc.) and numbered so
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Observation 1: Lack of Tables and Graphics
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they are listed consecutively in the table of contents. This prevents chapters from getting “lost”
in the organizational structure.
Section. Chapters are divided into sections. Section titles should be descriptive enough to allow
for easy navigation of content.

Observation 3: Lack of Consistency in Formatting
The piecemeal adoption of the Development Code, in particular the Zoning Ordinance, has resulted in a
high amount of inconsistency in how chapters and sections are formatted. Even chapters that address
similar topics such as special uses are organized differently. This provides little predictability for the user
of the Code to navigate to the information they are seeking and to understand if certain standards or
procedures apply or if they were left out deliberately.
Example:
Chapter 9.02 and Chapter 9.43 in Title 9 cover similar topics: guest dwellings and accessory dwelling units,
respectively. However, the section organization is inconsistent across chapters.




Different topics are covered within each chapter. Chapter 9.02 covers four topics while Chapter
9.43 covers eight.
Different section numbers reference the same information. Definitions are addressed either
under the first section in Chapter 9.02 or the second section in Chapter 9.43.
Sections addressing the same information are titled differently. Standards of development are
titled “Development standards” under Chapter 9.02 and “Development standards and
requirements” under Chapter 9.43.

Section Number

Chapter 9.02 Guest Dwellings

Chapter 9.43 Accessory Dwelling Units

010

Definition

Purpose

020

Development standards

Definitions

030

Permit requirement

Approval authority

040

Continuation of nonconforming uses

Application and processing

050

Administrative

060

Development standards and requirements

070

Utility connections

080

Violations

Observation 4: Code References are Broken
Many of the references to other chapters or sections of the Code are either incorrect or were never
adopted, leaving a broken reference. This understandably creates issues when trying to navigate or
implement Code requirements.

Observation 5: Definitions are Inconsistent and Contain Standards
In the context of the Development Code, definitions establish the precise meaning of a word or phrase
that may be subject to differing interpretations, eliminate ambiguities and vagueness, and transform
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Currently, definitions relative to zoning regulations are primarily located within Ordinance No. 348, which
includes more terms than are applicable for the City of Menifee. Additional definitions are imbedded in
the Title 9 chapters that in many cases are specific to the adopted chapter. Further, terms are defined in
multiple locations, which may or may not be consistent with each other.
Example:
Dwelling, Guest
(Section 21.31 of Ordinance No. 348)
A building which contains no cooking facilities and
which is used exclusively for housing members of a
single family and their nonpaying guests. A guest
dwelling shall be subject to the provisions of Section
18.18 of this ordinance. No reduction of the general
side or rear year setbacks shall be allowed for any
guest dwelling despite Section 18.33 or any other
provisions of this ordinance.

Guest Dwelling
(Section 9.02.010 of Title 9)
Guest Dwelling shall mean a building (generally
detached from a main building) which contains no
cooking facilities and which is used principally for
housing members of a single family and their nonpaying
guests and which meets the development standards set
out in this chapter and any relevant portions of
Ordinance No. 348.

Definitions should also not contain standards that regulate the defined word or phrase. Standards and
other regulating phrases should be located with other standards or regulations that govern the applicable
terms.
Example:
The current definition for a Dwelling, Bed and Breakfast (Section 21.27a of Ordinance No. 348) reads:
A one family dwelling where lodging and breakfast is provided for compensation and in which there are
no more than five guest rooms. The use must be managed and operated solely by the owner of the
property. Meals are not restricted to breakfast only, but no cooking facilities shall be allowed in the guest
rooms. A guest may not stay in the dwelling for more than 14 days in any calendar year.
Standards of operation or regulations included in the above definition are:
1. The use be managed and operated solely by the owner of the property.
2. Meals are not restricted to breakfast only, but no cooking facilities shall be allowed in the guest
rooms.
3. A guest may not stay in the dwelling for more than 14 days in any calendar year.
These standards are more appropriately located in a special regulated use section applicable to bed and
breakfasts and grouped with other special regulated uses, not within the definition.

Observation 6: Some Chapters Contain Optional Guidelines
Ordinances are local laws that establish objective and enforceable rights, responsibilities, standards,
requirements, and procedures. The regulations contained in ordinances are required and compulsory.
Guidelines, while very useful and important in the development review and approval process, are
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technical terms into an understandable, usable term. The access to definitions should be predictable and
the defined terms should align with terms used within and between all ordinances. Defined terms used
should also apply consistently throughout all chapters.
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Example:
Chapter 9.12 (Slopes, Hillsides, and Ridgeline Development) contains both development standards and
design guidelines intended to allow development of certain residential properties with hillsides, ridgelines
and steep slope in a manner that is compatible and sensitive to the natural land forms. The standards are
required and compulsory while the guidelines are not. Such optional guidelines cloud the purpose and
process of the chapter and lead to confusion, uncertainty and potential conflicts.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Consolidate and organize information in tables to minimize redundancies.
Incorporate graphics where appropriate to illustrate application of standards and defined terms.
Organize like chapters so they are in logical groupings.
Establish a consistent section structure across like chapters to the extent feasible.
Review and update all cross‐references.
Develop a template that includes navigational cues.
Consolidate and update definitions for clarity and applicability for terms used in the Code.
Identify standards versus guidelines and retain only standards in the Code.

Permit Processing and Administration
An effective Zoning Ordinance provides predictability in how
permits are processed. This includes identifying processing
procedures that are common to all or most of the permit types
as well as providing clear procedures for each individual permit
type. Each step in the process should be clearly outlined so
there is no ambiguity in the requirements.
A need was identified to streamline permit review and approval
procedures – both to increase predictability for applicants but
also to facilitate review by City staff, which would minimize time
spent on processing applications based on unclear or subjective
standards.

Key Themes Identified


Permit procedures should be
clarified and defined.



Permits and timelines should
be streamlined.



Minimize, to the extent
feasible, the creation of non‐
conforming uses and
structures.



Adjustments in permit types
and review authorities should
be considered carefully.

The level of review required for each permit type also greatly
influences how much time (and therefore, effort and money)
will be expended to approve a proposed development.
Approvals that can be completed at the counter (e.g., building permit or business license approvals) are
generally the simplest and least expensive reviews. Next are the staff level reviews (i.e., permits that may
be approved by the Community Development Director), which are not immediately handled at the
counter but don’t require a public hearing. Procedures that require public hearings before the Planning
Commission or City Council take the longest. However, even the simplest approvals can become
complicated without a clear procedure or standards to guide review and decision‐making.
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subjective statements of preference and desirable and negotiable outcomes, not compulsory standards
and requirements. Some chapters contain suggested design guidelines rather than compulsory
regulations. Including such guidelines in a Zoning Ordinance is not a best practice. Typically, such optional
guidelines are contained in a separate document that may be referenced by the Zoning Ordinance but is
generally implemented independently.
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Community Development Director. The Community Development Director may take final action
on minor permits (e.g., temporary use permits, minor plots plans, minor conditional use
permits), accessory dwelling unit permits, and large family day care home permits, among other
permit types. No public hearings are required. Community Development Director decisions are
subject to appeal to the Planning Commission.
Planning Commission. The Planning Commission is the decision‐making body for major permits
(e.g., plot plans, conditional use permits), public use permits, and variances, among other permit
types. Public hearings are required. Planning Commission decisions are subject to appeal to the
City Council. The Planning Commission also reviews and makes recommendations to the City
Council on tentative tract maps, general plan amendments and zoning ordinance amendments.
City Council. The City Council generally delegates authority for implementation of the Zoning
Ordinance to either the Planning Commission or Community Development Director. However, it
retains final decision‐making authority for legislative decisions such as general plan
amendments and zoning ordinance amendments, upon recommendation from the Planning
Commission. The City Council also hears appeals on actions by the Planning Commission. Public
hearings are required.

This section contains general observations about the existing permitting procedures and administration
of regulations, as well as strategies for improving these aspects in the Code update.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
Observation 1: A Lack of Organized or Formal Procedures
Planning application procedures are currently located
throughout Ordinance No. 348 as well as select chapters in Title
9, which override some but not all the requirements outlined in
Ordinance No. 348. This requires applicants to navigate back and
forth looking for various procedural requirements, some of
which may not be clearly outlined for certain application types
(e.g., appeal timelines and procedures). The same application
procedure is often referred to by different terms, which adds to
the difficulty in navigating procedural requirements (e.g., Major
Plot Plan and Site Development Plan).

Observation 2: Applicability for Permits is Unclear

Typical Common Application
Processing Procedures


Preapplication Review
Procedures



Application and Fee



Determination of
Completeness



Application Review and Report



Public Hearing and Notice



Approving Authority



Appeals



Effective Date

 New Application
Most planning application types do not include clear applicability
thresholds, which can lead to confusion in determining the type
 Time Limits and Extensions
of application required for a project. This is most clearly
 Modification and Revocation
demonstrated in determining major and minor plot plans (as
referenced in Title 9), which aren’t defined in the Code. Without clear thresholds for distinguishing
between major and minor planning applications, the determination of application type required becomes
subjective and can be inconsistently applied. This is significant particularly as the determination of a
permit as major or minor can change the process required for review and approval.
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It appears that a disproportionate number of uses require the highest levels of approval (e.g., requiring a
major planning permit application instead of a minor permit
application or requiring approval by the Planning Commission
Ministerial v. Discretionary
instead of Community Development Director). To streamline
Approvals
application reviews while still ensuring consistency with Code
requirements and providing appropriate levels of notification, a
Ministerial approvals are
review of allowed uses and required application types is
considered “by‐right” and permits
necessary. The objective of this review is to align application types
are issued if a project complies
with specific objective standards
and related review authorities (e.g., Community Development
(e.g., setback, height, parking
Director, Planning Commission, City Council) with the scope of a
requirements).
proposed use or project.
Discretionary approvals allow for
Generally, the primary intended and desired uses for each zone
additional requirements to be
are allowed as permitted uses, often referred to as “by‐right”
added to a permit (e.g., condition
uses. This means they typically only require ministerial (non‐
of approval) at the discretion of
discretionary) approvals whereby the necessary permits are
the approving authority.
issued upon demonstration of compliance with objective
standards (e.g., setbacks, height, parking requirements). These
uses are generally approved by the Community Development Director. The premise is that the zone is
intended and designed to accommodate the desired uses, and that it makes approval of the desired uses
easy.
Discretionary approvals, whereby the approving authority may consider factors other than minimum
compliance with objective standards, typically focus on two aspects of a proposed development: 1) the
physical design and improvements; and, 2) the particular operational characteristics of the use. The
discretionary aspect of such approvals generally requires more scrutiny, more in‐depth review and
analysis, and instills a level of uncertainty in the approval process which increases risk and cost for such
development. These uses are generally approved by the Planning Commission; however, there may be
some uses that could be approved by the Community Development Director if supported by more specific
(and therefore, predictable and objective) standards of development and performance.

Observation 4: Minimal Flexibility in Code Requirements
Currently, there are very limited provisions in place to review and approve minor exceptions to code
requirements or establish conformance with previous approvals. Formalizing procedures that allow for
some flexibility in code requirements is a best practice that allows staff to respond to special
circumstances and changing markets without requiring amendments to the code. Procedures that are
typically included are:



Similar Use Determinations. Allows for uses not listed on the allowed use table to be added and
processed without requiring a text amendment.
Minor Exceptions or Deviations. Allows for minor exceptions (typically a deviation of 10% or less)
to select development standards to reasonably accommodate projects without requiring a
variance.
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Observation 3: A High Level of Review is Required for Allowed Uses
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Substantial Conformance Determinations. Allows for minimal changes in project designs to occur
under a previously approved permit without requiring an applicant to start over with a new
application.
Code Interpretations. Allows for a designated review authority to make an official interpretation
of the code without the need for an amendment to the code.

Observation 5: Non‐Conforming Provisions Need to be Consolidated and Updated
With the adoption of the 2013 General Plan and this Code update effort to implement the General Plan
designations through application of implementing zones, it will be important to consider any shifts in
zones, allowed uses, and development standards. The primary objective of the update is to bring the
Development Code into consistency with the General Plan while minimizing existing and potential non‐
conformities. Where non‐conforming uses and structures do exist, providing clear standards for
determining and treating these situations is necessary.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Determine which permit types and procedures can be improved, eliminated if they add no value,
or amended to reflect current practice.
2. Consolidate and organize permit procedures in one location.
3. Clearly define the permit type.
4. Consistently include applicability thresholds.
5. Review and update the permit type required (e.g., permitted by‐right, plot plan, conditional use
permit) for all allowed uses.
6. Analyze adequacy of development and performance standards as they relate to uses requiring
major permit types or discretionary approvals, and consider which uses could be reviewed and
approved by a lesser review authority than currently required.
7. Establish or formalize procedures to create predictable standards for interpretations and minor
exceptions.
8. Review and expand the non‐conforming standards and procedures to address existing and
potential non‐conforming situations in a clear and efficient manner.

Zones
The Menifee General Plan has 23 land use designations, each
with a description of the types of uses and development
intended for the designation (see Appendix C: General Plan
Land Use Designation Descriptions). As the primary
implementing tool, the Zoning Ordinance needs to identify at
least one implementing zone per General Plan land use
designation. Each zone establishes development standards and
identifies the uses allowed within that zone.

Key Themes Identified




Zoning should accommodate
the types of uses and
development to respond to
existing and future demand.
Consolidate and organize
allowed uses.
More closely align zones with
General Plan land use
designations.


There are currently 48 different zones on the Menifee Zoning
Map (see Appendix D: Existing Menifee Zoning Map), as listed
in the table below. In the interest of creating a concise and user‐
friendly Zoning Ordinance, the total number of zones should be
minimized and zones that are no longer needed, such as those that do not apply or exist in the City of
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Menifee, should be removed, typically resulting in at least one, possibly two, implementing zones for each
General Plan land use designation. The Menifee Zoning Map will be updated accordingly.
Existing Menifee Zonesa
Light Agriculture

A‐2‐10
A‐2‐2 ½
A‐2‐5

Heavy Agriculture

C‐1/C‐P

General Commercial

C‐O
C‐P‐S
I‐P

R‐R
R‐R‐1
R‐R‐1/2
R‐R‐2 ½
R‐R‐5
R‐T
R‐T‐R
R‐T‐R‐1

Scenic Highway Commercial

SP

Industrial Park

M‐SC

Manufacturing – Service Commercial

R‐2A

a

Commercial‐Office

Manufacturing – Medium

R‐2
R‐2‐4000

Residential Agricultural

R‐A‐5

M‐M

R‐1
R‐1‐10000
R‐1‐20
R‐1‐20000
R‐1‐5
R‐1‐7200

R‐A
R‐A‐1
R‐A‐10
R‐A‐2 ½
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A‐1
A‐1‐1
A‐1‐10
A‐1
A‐1
A‐1

W‐1
W‐2
W‐2‐10
W‐2‐M‐1
W‐2‐M‐5

Rural Residential

Mobilehome Subdivisions and
Mobilehomes Parks
Mobilehome Subdivisions – Rural
Specific Plan
Watercourse, Watershed and
Conservation Areas
Controlled Development Areas
Controlled Development Areas with
Mobilehomes

One‐Family Dwellings

Multiple Family Dwellings
Limited Multiple – Family Dwellings

R‐3
R‐3‐4000
R‐3‐7200

General Residential

R‐4

Planned Residential

R‐5

Open Area Combining – Residential
Developments

R‐6

Residential Incentive

Zones are listed in the order as they appear on the Menifee Zoning Map.
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This section contains general observations about the existing zones, allowed uses, and development
standards, as well as strategies for improving these aspects in the Code update.

Land Use Designation
General
Plan
Description of Intent

Density and Intensity Standards

Implementing Zone
Zoning
Ordinance
Purpose and
Intent

Use Listing

Development
Standards

Type of Permit
Required

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
Observation 1: Multiple Variations of the Same Root Zone Exist
The total of 48 zones on the Menifee Zoning Map include 24 root zones with an additional 24 variants of
these zones. The variants are distinguished primarily through a density extension attached to the same
root zone that indicates the minimum lot size required.
Example:

Root Extension

The R‐1 zone (root zone) has five variants, indicated by attaching an
extension to the root zone. The primary distinguishing characteristic
between the five variants of the R‐1 zone are minimum lot sizes, as
expressed through the extension ranging from 7,200 square feet to 20
acres. All other standards across the zones, including allowed uses, are
identical. This results in the same development standards (e.g., a
maximum lot coverage of 50%) being applied to both a 7,200 square foot
lot and a 20‐acre lot. Such a range of lot sizes should be accompanied by
a range of development standards that are more appropriate to the size of
development pattern.

R‐1‐7,200
R‐1‐20,000
R‐1‐10,000
R‐1‐5
R‐1‐20
the lot and desired
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The following figure provides an illustration of the relationship of a General Plan land use designation to
an implementing zone. The General Plan land use designation description and density and intensity
standards serve as the basis for the allowed uses and development standards in the implementing zone.
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In addition to the lack of distinction between allowed uses and development standards within variants of
the same root zone, there is a high level of overlap between the development standards and allowed uses
across base zones. These differences may have evolved over time unintentionally due to how allowed
uses and development standards are currently repeated in each zone. The use of tables will consolidate
repetitive information across zones, minimizing redundancies and making unintentional differences easier
to identify and manage.
Example:
As shown below, there is little distinction between many of the development standards across most of
the residential base zones, with no distinction in many of the development standards between the R‐1
(One Family Dwellings) and R‐2 (Multiple Family Dwellings) zones.

R‐R
(Rural
Residential)

R‐A
(Residential
Agriculture)

R‐1
(One Family
Dwellings)

R‐2
(Multiple
Family
Dwellings)

R‐2A
(Limited
Multiple
Family
Dwellings)

0.5 acres

20,000 sq ft

7,200 sq ft

7,200 sq ft

7,200 sq ft

Building
Height

40 ft

40 ft

40 ft

40 ft

30 ft

3 Stories

3 Stories

2 Stories

Front
Setback

‐

20 ft

20 ft

20 ft

20 ft

Development
Standard
Minimum Lot
Size

R‐3
(General
Residential)
7,200 sq ft
50 ft
10 ft

Example:
There is a great deal of repetition in the allowed use listings across the base zones. Many of the listings
appear to have the same intent but contain subtle differences in the wording. For instance, the R‐2
(Multiple Family Dwelling) and R‐2A (Multiple Family Dwellings Limited) zones share extremely similar use
listings with only slight variations in wording. The intention of the use listing seems the same; however, it
is unclear if these distinctions are intentional or not and can lead to confusion and unnecessary
interpretations in implementation.
Allowed Use Listing
R‐2

R‐2A

(Multiple Family Dwelling)

(Multiple Family Dwelling Limited)

Two family dwellings, multiple‐family dwellings and
apartment houses.

Two family dwellings, multiple family dwellings,
bungalow courts [emphasis added] and apartment
houses.

Churches, educational institutions, public libraries,
museum and art galleries not operated for
compensation or profit.

Churches, temples, and other places of religious
worship.
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Observation 3: Some Zones are Overly Specialized

Base Zones v. Overlay
Zones
A base zone establishes
allowed uses and development
standards that apply anywhere
the base zone is designated.
An overlay zone may either add
to or restrict allowances within
a base zone. Overlay zones are
typically applied to specific
areas of a City and may overlap
with multiple base zones.

Chapter 9.12 (Slope, Hillside, and Ridgeline Development) also
presents an additional opportunity to establish an overlay zone.
The chapter contains required development standards that are
limited to areas designated on the Hillside Overlay Map, already
integrated into the chapter. Establishing a formal overlay zone
would more effectively allow users of the code to identify where the regulations of Chapter 9.12 apply by
showing the overlay boundaries on the Menifee Zoning Map. As part of establishing the overlay zone,
confirmation of the intent and boundaries of the zone would be confirmed and refined as necessary.

Observation 4: Not All General Plan Land Use Designations Have an Implementing Zone
While there are a number of opportunities to consolidate and differentiate existing zones as noted above,
the following General Plan land use designations do not currently have an appropriate implementing zone:






14.1‐20R (Residential Land Use at 14.1 to 20 dwelling units/acre)
20.1‐24R (Residential Land Use at 20.1 to 24 dwelling units/acre)
OS‐C (Open Space Conservation)
PF (Public Facilities)
Rail

New zones will be established to implement the intent of these adopted General Plan land use
designations. Each zone will have a stated purpose, allowed use listing, and development standards that
are directly related to the description and density/intensity standards adopted for the General Plan land
use designation.

Observation 5: Purpose and Applicability of Regulations are Not Aligned with the General Plan
Currently, several of the General Plan land use designations have multiple implementing zones. However,
the differences between these zones are often very subtle, such as minor differences in development
standards, allowed uses, and the type of permit required for approval of identical uses. Almost none of
the existing zones include a purpose or intent statement, which makes it difficult to clearly identify
appropriate zones for implementation of the General Plan land use designations. Purpose statements are
used to establish the intent of the zone and are used during consideration of rezone requests when
determining consistency with the General Plan. Zones can be consolidated and refined to include a
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Many of the existing zones can refined and consolidated as
traditional base zones. There are a few zones that appear to be
overly specialized and may be more appropriate as an overlay
district. The R‐T (Mobilehome Subdivisions and Mobilehome Parks)
and R‐T‐R (Mobilehome Subdivision‐Rural) zones are examples.
These zones are essentially limited to mobilehome parks or
mobilehomes used as single‐family dwellings. These uses are
commonly allowed either through an overlay district, which would
permit development of mobilehome parks, or as specific uses
subject to special standards and procedures within a base zone.
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For those existing chapters that include some purpose and applicability statement that is intended to
implement specific goals or policies of the General Plan, the effect of the regulations in the chapter may
not be consistent with the intention of the General Plan. These chapters will be reviewed for consistency
with the General Plan and refined as necessary.
Example:
The Purpose and Applicability sections of Chapter 9.12 (Slope, Hillside, and Ridgeline Development) and
Chapter 9.14 (Hillside Development Density Transfers) appear to have the same the objective (e.g., to
allow for residential development on hillsides consistent with the General Plan policies of protecting
hillsides and ridgelines). Based on this objective, it is reasonable to assume that these chapters are meant
to align with the intent of the RM (Rural Mountainous) General Plan land use designation, which is applied
to the peaks and hillsides in Menifee (see Appendix E: General Plan Land Use Map). However, the areas
of applicability for Chapters 9.12 and 9.14 are not only inconsistent with each other but appear to be
inconsistent with the area of applicability of the RM land use designation. If the intent of Chapters 9.12
and 9.14 are to implement the RM land use designation, then the applicability and regulations contained
within each chapter need to be refined for consistency with the General Plan and with each other.
General Plan Designation or
Menifee Municipal Code Chapter
RM (Rural Mountainous) land use
designation
General Plan

Chapter 9.12 (Slope, Hillside, and
Ridgeline Development)
Menifee Municipal Code

Chapter 9.14 (Hillside Development
Density Transfers)
Menifee Municipal Code

Purpose

Applicability

To allow single‐family residential
uses with a minimum lot size of 10
acres. Additional allowed uses
include limited animal keeping,
agriculture, recreational uses,
governmental uses, and
compatible resource
development.

Areas that are 10 or more acres in
size AND where slopes more than
25% cover at least 70% of the
designated area.

To establish the standards and
criteria under which identified
residential properties with
designated slopes, hillsides and
ridgelines may be developed in a
manner that is consistent with the
goals and policies of the
city’s adopted General Plan and
allow for residential development
that is beneficial to both the
property owner and the
community.

Areas with slopes of 15% or
greater on more than 33% of the
total area of a recorded lot AND
located within one of the
designated areas shown on the
Hillside Overlay Map.

To establish the criteria under
which residential density may be
transferred from one residential
property to another, bettered
suited residential property.

All properties with slopes of 10%
or more.
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purpose statement, allowed uses, and desired development standards that would better match the intent
of the General Plan.
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There are many allowed uses currently listed in the Zoning Ordinance that do not exist in Menifee and
have not been typical uses for many decades (e.g., abattoirs, mink farms), and do not appear to be
desirable or consistent with the intent of the General Plan land use designations.
Example:
The R‐R (Rural Residential) zone allows a broad range of uses that are not generally considered consistent
with a rural residential area or with the intent of the rural residential land use designations of the General
Plan. The R‐R zone allows virtually all types of uses, many of which are more appropriate within non‐
residential zones, including:









Automotive wrecking yards
Automobile service stations and repair garages
Bars and cocktail lounges
Commercial logging and lumber mill
Community auction and sale yards
Disposal service operations
Restaurants
Retail pharmacies

While it may be appropriate to make some allowances for smaller and/or incidental commercial or
business operations in rural residential zones, most of the above and similar uses should be removed and
more appropriate and contemporary uses added, consistent with the General Plan objectives. For those
incidental commercial or business operations that could be appropriate for rural residential zones in
Menifee and are consistent with the intent of the General Plan, specific use regulations may be established
to allow such uses without changing the character of the area (e.g., establishing home‐based business
regulations that are reflective of the rural residential areas).

Observation 7: Allowed Use Listings are Too Specific
There are allowed use listings that appear to be unnecessarily specific (e.g., stained glass assembly,
costume design studios, leather goods stores) and have no functional or operational difference from other
similar uses such as general retail use, offices or manufactured products. Allowed use listings should be
general enough to minimize specificity where possible. Uses that require special considerations or that
have special permitting requirements or standards attached (e.g., through the specific use regulations)
may be listed but should generally be limited.
The allowed use listings will be reviewed to add or delete uses, consolidate uses, and determine
appropriate level of approval type. The Code update will also consolidate the many individual lists of
permitted uses for each zone into much more user‐friendly and understandable tables.
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Observation 6: Allowed Use Listings are Out of Date or Inconsistent with the Character of an
Area
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Consolidate zones where feasible.
Transition existing base zones to overlay zones or special use standards, as appropriate.
Establish new zones as needed to implement General Plan land use designations.
Identify at least one, up to two, implementing zones for each General Plan land use designation.
Update the Zoning Map to align with the General Plan Land Use Map.
Identify a purpose and applicability for each zone that aligns with the intent of the General Plan
land use designation it is implementing.
Review and amend the allowed use listings for each zone.
Eliminate antiquated, unused, and unnecessarily detailed or specific use listings.
Organize similar zones into related groups (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial).
Organize allowed uses and development standards into comprehensive tables for ease of
reference, comparison, modification and maintenance.

General Development Regulations
Clear, detailed site planning and development standards are an
important component of every zoning ordinance. General
development regulations augment the site‐specific
development standards associated with individual zones (e.g.,
lot size, height, setbacks).

Key Theme Identified


This section contains general observations about the existing
regulations relative to general development standards, as well
as strategies for improving these aspects in the Code update.

Identify development
standards and specific use
standards that are Menifee‐
specific.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS
Observation 1: General Development Standards are Scattered
The current Zoning Ordinance contains development standards and operational standards in multiple
locations throughout the Code, typically buried in the individual zone requirements as part of Ordinance
No. 348, with some development standards addressed in chapters adopted as part of Title 9. All
regulations related to general development standards should be lifted out of the individual zones and
various other chapters and consolidated in one location, so repetition of standards is minimized. Cross‐
references should provide the link between the allowed uses in each zone and the applicable general
development standards.

Observation 2: General Development Standards Do Not Address Menifee Specific Issues
The current Code has minimal direction on general development standards such as fence and wall
standards and provides little guidance to staff in requiring such improvements. Where general
development standards are provided, they are typically reflective of the standards developed for Riverside
County, which may not reflect the current or specific needs of Menifee. Input during the issue
identification phase highlighted a need to revise or prepare general development regulations for the
following:
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Parking standards. Update parking requirements (e.g., bicycle parking, senior housing parking,
shared parking, car pool standards), to reflect Menifee‐specific standards.
Compatibility standards between uses. Incorporate standards that address compatibility
between differing land uses (e.g., commercial adjacent to residential).

Additional development standards were identified during the staff summit or in the General Plan
implementation actions to ensure that the Code regulations were reflective of the needs of Menifee,
including fence and wall standards, performance standards to protect public health (e.g., noise standards),
historic preservation standards, updates to the water efficient landscape ordinance, and lighting
standards.
The Development Code update provides the opportunity to include general development standards for
those issues applicable to Menifee that reflects the desired type of development in a way that is
appropriate to the local context.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Consolidate all general development standards into one location for ease of reference and to
minimize redundancies.
2. Review existing general development standards for consistency with the intent of applicable
General Plan land use designations and to reflect Menifee goals.
3. Identify additional general development standards that should be addressed in the Code update
to reflect the needs of Menifee.

Specific Use Regulations
Zoning ordinances often provide site planning, development,
and operational standards for a variety of specified land uses.
Specific uses may warrant additional regulations for a variety
of reasons, including compliance with State and Federal laws,
local preference on how specific uses are developed or
operated, or in response to addressing issues in how specific
uses are operated and maintained.

Key Themes Identified


Rural residential properties
require deliberate
consideration.



Short‐term rentals create
enforcement issues.

Specific use regulations are used as a strategy to increase
predictability in the development review process and project implementation. Consistent development
and operational standards applied to specific uses may also facilitate review of certain projects at a lesser
level of review (e.g., Community Development Director review instead of Planning Commission review) or
transition projects from a discretionary approval to a ministerial approval. This approach can reduce the
administrative burden on the City staff and elected officials while still achieving the desired outcome and
protections for specific uses and surrounding uses.
This section contains general observations about the existing regulations relative to specific uses, as well
as strategies for improving these aspects in the Code update.
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SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

The current Zoning Ordinance contains development standards and operational standards in multiple
locations throughout the Code, typically buried in the individual zone requirements, with some specific
uses addressed in chapters adopted as part of Title 9. All regulations related to specific uses should be
lifted out of the individual zones and consolidated in one location, so repetition of standards is minimized.
Cross‐references should provide the link between the allowed within each zone and the applicable
development and operational standards for the specific uses.

Observation 2: Specific Use Regulations May Not Align with Licensing Requirements
Many specific uses are controlled by both zoning regulations and a license requirement. Licensing is
generally required for uses where health or safety inspections are appropriate (e.g., restaurants, gasoline
pumps) or to add a layer of control over potentially problematic uses (e.g., alcohol sales, live
entertainment, massage establishments). Aligning the development and operational standards identified
for specific use with licensing requirements will allow for greater consistency in how uses are regulated
and, if necessary, enforced.

Observation 3: Specific Use Regulations Do Not Address Menifee Specific Issues
Input during the issue identification phase highlighted a need to revise or prepare special use regulations
for multiple specific uses, including:




Businesses conducted on rural residential properties. There are multiple uses that are either
already occurring or may be appropriate in support of a rural residential use and lifestyle,
including the conduct of businesses on the property that may exceed the current definition of a
“home occupation.”
Short‐term rentals. The lack of standards related to short‐term rentals (e.g., Air B&B, vacation
rental units) make enforcement of issues related to these units difficult. The regular turnover in
tenants and inability to contact property owners were cited as specific challenges, including
concerns for safety and neighborhood quality of life.

Additional uses were identified during the staff summit or in the General Plan implementation actions to
ensure that the Code regulations were reflective of the needs of Menifee, including recreational vehicle
and boat storage, tiny homes, right‐to‐farm provisions, community gardens, special events, mobile
vendors, recycling facilities, and auto related uses.
The Development Code update provides the opportunity to include specific use standards for those uses
applicable to Menifee that reflects the desired type of development and operational standards in a way
that is appropriate to the local context.
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1. Consolidate all special use regulations into one location for ease of reference and to minimize
redundancies.
2. Review and consider licensing requirements when revising or preparing specific use regulations.
3. Review existing specific use regulations for consistency with the intent of applicable General Plan
land use designations and to reflect Menifee goals.
4. Identify additional specific uses that should be addressed in the Code update to reflect the needs
of Menifee.

Compliance with State and Federal Law
In California, it is generally left to cities and counties to determine how to best regulate land uses and
development in their jurisdiction. However, there are certain exceptions that require local regulations to
be either consistent with or preempted by State or Federal law. Based on a preliminary review of the
existing Code regulations, following are the items that will require updates of existing regulations or
preparation of new regulations for consistency with applicable laws and will be addressed as part of the
update process. Some of the items identified below are currently included in Ordinance No. 348 or Title
9; however, reviews will be conducted of all existing language to ensure it reflects the latest legislative
requirements.
Additional items may be addressed during a more detailed review of existing regulations and preparation
of the Discussion Draft Development Code.
Items to be Addressed

Applicable Topic

Reasonable accommodation procedure. Local jurisdictions are required to provide a
process to make reasonable accommodations in rules, policies, practices, or
services, when such accommodations are necessary to afford an equal opportunity
to use and enjoy a dwelling.

Application Procedures

Solar energy systems. Local jurisdictions are required to have a permit procedure in
place that expedites small residential rooftop solar energy systems. These are
typically limited to ministerial approvals, unless a finding can be made based on
substantial evidence that a specific, adverse impact on public health or safety would
result. Approvals of solar energy systems for agricultural or commercial use are also
required to be non‐discretionary.

Application Procedures

Definitions. Definitions of various terms shall be updated for consistency with State
and Federal law, including “accessory dwelling unit”, “efficiency unit”, “employee
housing”, “family”, “mobilehome unit”, “multifamily residential unit”, “single‐family
residential unit”, “single room occupancy unit”, “transitional and supportive
housing”, “target population”.

Definitions

Emergency shelters. Emergency shelters shall be allowed on at least one site or in
one zone without discretionary review with sufficient capacity to address the City’s
homeless need.

Zones and Allowed Uses

Transitional and supportive housing. Transitional and supportive housing shall be
allowed in all zones that allow residential uses in the same manner as other
residential uses are allowed in those zones.

Zones and Allowed Uses

Residential care facilities. Residential care facilities serving six or fewer clients shall
be a by‐right (ministerial) use allowed in all residential zones.

Zones and Allowed Uses
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Zones and Allowed Uses

Employee housing that serves six or fewer persons shall be treated as a single‐
family structure and shall be allowed in the same manner as other single‐family
structures in the same zones and in the same manner of approval.
Employee housing that consists of no more than 36 beds in a group quarters or
12 units or spaces designed for use by a single family or household shall be
deemed an agricultural land use and shall be treated in the same manner as
other agricultural activities in the same zone.

Manufactured homes and mobilehomes. Local jurisdictions shall allow the
installation of certified manufactured homes on a foundation system on lots zoned
for conventional single‐family structures.

Zones and Allowed Uses

Density bonus provisions. Jurisdictions are required to allow density bonuses for
affordable housing developments. Specific guidance on allowances are provided.

General Development
Regulations

Water efficient landscaping. Local jurisdictions are required to adopt the state’s
model water efficient landscape ordinance (WELO) or a local version in compliance
with the WELO.

General Development
Regulations

Accessory dwelling units (ADUs). Accessory dwelling units are required to be
ministerial and recent legislation has further refined the allowances for local
jurisdictions to regulate such units, including restrictions on required parking if the
ADU meets certain criteria. Local jurisdictions may also elect to permit junior
accessory dwelling units (JADUs). Regulation of JADUs is optional.

Specific Use Regulations

Adult‐oriented business. Local jurisdictions may regulate adult‐oriented businesses,
including adopting specific standards that regulate the time, place, and manner of
operation of sexually oriented businesses. Specific guidance on what the ordinance
may limit is provided.

Specific Use Regulations

Wireless telecommunications. Various legislation has been passed that limits a local
jurisdiction’s ability to regulate placement, construction, and modification of
personal wireless service facilities, including restrictions on discretionary approvals.

Specific Use Regulations

Large family day care homes. Large family day care homes shall be allowed in any
zone where residential uses are allowed. A permit may be required by the local
jurisdiction but must be reasonable and are limited in the scope of issues that can be
regulated.

Specific Use Regulations

Marijuana cultivation and use. The City has already prohibited the cultivation and
use of marijuana. The specific use regulations will confirm this action.

Specific Use Regulations

Single room occupancy (SRO) units. Local jurisdictions shall allow for the
development of single room occupancy units.

Specific Use Regulations

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Review existing regulations and amend as necessary for compliance with applicable State and
Federal laws.
2. Incorporate new regulations as needed for compliance with applicable State and Federal laws.
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The City of Menifee has started the process of creating comprehensive “Menifee-specific” zoning,
subdivision and grading ordinances that are consistent with and implement the adopted 2013 General
Plan. Otherwise known as the Comprehensive Development Code, the regulations will be crafted to be
user-friendly and help the City and applicants to achieve the vision, goals and objectives of the General
Plan while establishing clear procedures for the development review process.
As part of the update process, the Michael Baker consultant team (consultant team) conducted three
distinct tasks during the project rollout and issue identification phase designed to solicit input from a
cross-section of users of the Development Code. These tasks included:
•
•
•

Stakeholder Interviews, consisting of several focused interviews with stakeholders over a 2-day
period.
Staff Summit, which was a one-half day discussion with City planning staff.
City Council/Planning Commission Study Session No. 1, including presentation of a summary of
key issues identified to date for feedback from the City Council, Planning Commission, and the
public.

The key issues identified will be considered in the drafting of the Development Code update and provide
a basis for the approach in establishing permit procedures and regulations/standards included in the
updated code. This document provides a high-level summary of the common themes from each of the
three tasks.

SUMMARY OF INPUT
The focus of the input received was on the Zoning Ordinance and the Subdivision Ordinance; however,
input was also received on the Grading Ordinance. While many items in this Key Issues Summary are more
specifically related to the Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances, general issues such as those related to user
accessibility, predictability in process, and overall organization also apply to the Grading Ordinance.

Stakeholder Interviews
On March 12 and 13, 2018, the consultant team conducted seven stakeholder interviews with a broad
cross section of respected professionals that have years of experience and a deep understanding of
Menifee, its Development Code and the broader land development marketplace. The interviews were
intended to solicit an understanding of issues and challenges with the current codes including the Zoning,
Subdivision, and Grading Ordinances.
Michael Baker staff interviewed stakeholders individually or, in some cases, in groups of two. While there
was a standard list of questions prepared to ensure that interviewers touched on particular topics, the
questions were not shared with the interviewees. This allowed the meetings to be more conversational
and provided an opportunity for individual concerns to be expressed based on the interviewees’ relevant
experience with each of the codes (e.g., Zoning, Subdivision, Grading) rather than be limited to predetermined questions.
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See Attachment A: Stakeholder Interviews Summary Report for additional details on the interview
process and comments received.

Several primary themes emerged from the stakeholder interviews and represent high-level issues
reflective of the most common input heard during the interview process. The primary themes identified
include:
The current codes are not user-friendly and are difficult to navigate. Most stakeholders expressed some
frustration with the current codes, noting that it is difficult to navigate and understand, promotes
subjective decision-making, and is a hindrance to facilitating new and existing businesses.
Permits and timelines should be streamlined. Stakeholders with experience processing applications (e.g.,
planning, subdivision) or plans (e.g., grading, improvement plans) noted a need to streamline permit
review and approval procedures. This included identifying uses that may not need a Conditional Use
Permit to allow for adequate review as well as decisions (e.g., release of bonds) that may be reviewed and
approved at the staff level.
Interpretations should be handled consistently across all departments and staff. Stakeholders generally
acknowledged that the code regulations as drafted provide for multiple interpretations due to the lack of
clarity in how the standards are drafted. There was a consensus that interpretations were not being
applied consistently across departments and staff.
Zoning should accommodate the types of uses and development to respond to existing and future
demand. There was a desire to update the allowed uses and development standards to be Menifeespecific but also be flexible enough to respond to existing and future demands without necessitating
additional changes, to the extent feasible.

Staff Summit
On March 13, 2018, the consultant team facilitated a one-half day discussion with planning staff to gain a
deeper understanding of initial issues identified by City staff members. The discussion was organized
around several topics that are common to how codes, in particular zoning codes, are structured based on
best practices. The discussion included issues also related to the Subdivision Ordinance, which are
integrated into the overall comments received. The discussion topics generally included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Provisions
Administration, Permits, and Processing
Zoning Districts
General Development Regulations
Specific Use Regulations and Performance Standards
Special Planning Areas
Definitions

See Attachment B: Staff Summit Meeting Summary Notes for additional details on comments received.
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The following primary themes emerged from the staff summit, based on an initial issues list provided by
City staff and elaborated upon during the discussion at the staff summit. Many of the themes complement
those identified during the stakeholder interviews and add dimension to the issues to be considered
during the Development Code update process. The themes identified during the staff summit include:
Clarify and define permit procedures. This includes establishing consistent terminology for all permits as
well as providing clear applicability thresholds for when permits are required. Also for consideration is the
alignment of permit types and related review authorities with the scope of the proposed project to
balance permit time and cost with a level of review that will ensure consistency with code requirements.
Identify ways to provide predictable and consistent flexibility in the application of code requirements.
Establish procedures that allow for minor exceptions to code requirements and substantial conformance
determinations.
Establish zoning districts that align with and implement the General Plan. Create new zoning districts to
implement all General Plan land use designations and look for opportunities to consolidate and/or
eliminate existing zoning districts. This may include transitioning highly specialized base zoning districts
to overlay zoning districts or special use standards.
Consolidate and organize allowed uses. Allowed uses should be organized by use category (e.g.,
residential, commercial, industrial) and redundant or similar uses can be consolidated to simplify the uses
allowed in the zoning districts. Unused, antiquated, and unnecessarily specific uses may be deleted. Uses
not currently included but that are specific to the needs of Menifee should be included.
Identify development standards and specific use standards that are Menifee-specific. Create new or
revise existing standards so that they reflect development patterns and demands appropriate for
Menifee.
Minimize, to the extent feasible, the creation of non-conforming uses and structures. Review and
expand the non-conforming procedures to address existing and potential non-conforming situations in a
clear and efficient manner.

City Council/Planning Commission Study Session No. 1
On April 18, 2018, the consultant team presented a summary of input received from the stakeholder
interviews and the staff summit at a joint session of the City Council and Planning Commission. The study
session allowed for the opportunity to get feedback from City Council, Planning Commission, and the
public on any additional issues that should be considered during the Development Code update process.
See Attachment C: CC/PC Study Session No. 1 Summary Notes for additional details on comments
received.
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Input received during the study session was more focused as it was intended to augment those issues
already raised through the stakeholder interviews and the staff summit. Following is a summary of the
most common issues that were raised either in addition to or in further support of comments received
during the stakeholder interviews or the staff summit:
Rural residential properties require deliberate consideration. There are multiple uses that are either
already occurring or may be appropriate in support of a rural residential use and lifestyle, including the
conduct of businesses on the property that may exceed the current definition of a “home occupation.”
Short-term rentals create enforcement issues. The lack of standards related to short-term rentals (e.g.,
Air B&B, vacation rental units) make enforcement of issues related to these units difficult. The regular
turnover in tenants and inability to contact property owners were cited as specific challenges, including
concerns for safety and neighborhood quality of life.
Adjustments in permit types and review authorities should be considered carefully. The abundance of
conditional use permits (CUPs) was acknowledged but it was also noted that the CUP requirement for
many uses was purposeful. Any transitions from CUPs to another permit type should be considered while
recognizing the reason for why the CUP was required initially.
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MEMO
April 2, 2018
From:

Dan Wery, Project Manager
Sara Allinder, Assistant Project Manager

To:

Cheryl Kitzerow, Community Development Director
Lisa Gordon, Planning Manager

Subject:

Menifee Development Code and Grading Ordinance Update
STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS Summary Report

On March 12 and March 13, 2018, the consultant team for the City of Menifee’s Comprehensive
Development Code Update conducted seven stakeholder interviews. The interviews were intended to
solicit an understanding of issues and challenges with the current codes including the Zoning, Subdivision,
and Grading ordinances.
This purpose of this memo is to provide a summary of these interviews and includes:
•
•
•
•

The primary themes identified, as informed by the feedback collected through the stakeholder
interviews;
The list of interviewees;
The approach used in the interviews; and,
A summary of the comments received.

The information identified in this memo will be considered during the Comprehensive Development Code
Update process.

PRIMARY THEMES
Several primary themes have emerged from the stakeholder interviews and represent high-level issues
reflective of the most common input heard during the interview process. The primary themes identified
include:
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Menifee Development Code and Grading Ordinance Update
STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Summary Report
April 2, 2018

some frustration with the current codes, noting that it is difficult to navigate and understand, promotes
subjective decision-making, and is a hindrance to facilitating new and existing businesses.

Permits and timelines should be streamlined. Stakeholders with experience processing applications
(e.g., planning, subdivision) or plans (e.g., grading, improvement plans) noted a need to streamline permit
review and approval procedures. This included identifying uses that may not need a Conditional Use
Permit to allow for adequate review as well as decisions (e.g., release of bonds) that may be reviewed and
approved at the staff level.

Interpretations should be handled consistently across all departments and staff. Stakeholders
generally acknowledged that the code regulations as drafted provide for multiple interpretations due to
the lack of clarity in how the standards are drafted. There was a consensus that interpretations were not
being applied consistently across departments and staff.

Zoning should accommodate the types of uses and development to respond to existing and
future demand. There was a desire to update the allowed uses and development standards to be
Menifee-specific but also be flexible enough to respond to existing and future demands without
necessitating additional changes, to the extent feasible.

INTERVIEWEES
Interviews were conducted with stakeholders representing diverse interests across the community,
including the following individuals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kassen Klein, Principal, Kassen Klein Consulting
Larry Markham, President, Markham Development Management Group, Inc.
Tony LoPiccolo, Executive Director, Menifee Valley Chamber of Commerce
Danny Long, Director of Development, Rancon Group Inc.
Shaun Bowen, Project Manager, Brookfield Residential
Amir Fallahi, Principal, K&A Engineering
Charley Black, Senior Vice President, Lee & Associates
Gordon Mize, Senior Vice President, Lee & Associates
Scott Hansen, VP of Forward Planning and Development, KB Home

Most stakeholders indicated that they were very familiar with the existing codes, primarily the Zoning and
Subdivision ordinances, with more limited familiarity with the Grading ordinance. Only one interviewee
was not very familiar with any of the codes.

APPROACH
Michael Baker staff interviewed stakeholders individually or, in some cases, in groups of two. While there
was a standard list of questions prepared to ensure that interviewers touched on particular topics, the
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questions were not shared with the interviewees. This allowed the meetings to be more conversational
and provided an opportunity for individual concerns to be expressed based on the interviewees’ relevant
experience with each of the codes (e.g., Zoning, Subdivision, Grading) rather than be limited to predetermined questions. Interviewees were also informed of the intent to keep individual comments
confidential to encourage more frank discussions with the consultant team.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
The following summary of comments reflects individual feedback received during the stakeholder
interviews. These comments informed the primary themes, identified above.

OVERALL COMMENTS
•
•

•
•
•

Seems to be a lack of consistency in implementing City vision and expectations.
Staff is more efficient when reviews are handled within one department. There are more
opportunities for delays or conflicting interpretations when dealing with two or more
departments.
City policies and procedures that address processing and interpretations that are not included in
any of the codes or regulations should be formalized and/or clarified.
There are areas of the City that need significant infrastructure improvements, which can be a big
hurdle for private investment.
Regulations need to be updated to reflect standards applicable in Menifee.

PERMIT PROCESSING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staff is overloaded.
Too much uncertainty in the review process. Interpretations can be inconsistent across
departments and/or staff.
Too many Conditional Use Permits are required.
Need more administrative level approvals (e.g., permits or decisions approved by the
Community Development Director).
The Economic Development Corridor zone requires too many Conditional Use Permits.
Allow speculation buildings to move forward without requiring a Conditional Use Permit.
Allow for a financing map option for subdivisions to facilitate the sale and leasing of properties.

ZONE DISTRICTS
•
•
•

Consolidate zone districts, where appropriate.
C-P-S (Scenic Highway Commercial) – is this zone necessary?
The Economic Development Corridor (EDC) zone is cumbersome to navigate and implement.
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•
•

•

Use listings are too specific.
Accommodate the following uses:
- Co-worker space or executive offices to facilitate business transitions from home to
commercial spaces.
- Urgent care facilities.
- Car dealerships.
- Automotive repair.
- Contractor storage/tow yards.
- Self-storage.
Consider the following uses to accommodate emerging/future trends:
- Event venues
- Breweries/distilleries

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
•
•
•
•

Update parking standards for all uses and address new uses in standards (e.g., senior living).
Update parking lot design standards.
Revise setbacks standards (residential).
Accommodate smaller lot development (e.g., 5,000 square foot to 6,000 square foot in the nearterm with the potential for 3,000 square foot to 4,000 square foot lots in the future).

EXPIRATION TIMELINES
•
•

Consolidate requirements for annual approvals to extend expiration of permits.
Adjust expiration timelines to allow for reasonable time to effect permit (applies to planning,
grading, and improvements plans).

IMPLEMENTATION
•
•

Need to accommodate phasing of developments and allow for phased improvements.
Too much uncertainty with revised standards being attached to previously approved projects
when permit extensions are requested (applies to planning, grading, and improvements plans).

RELEASE OF BONDS
•
•

Percent releases are too subjective from project to project.
Process for approving bond releases are lengthy (can take up to 6 months).
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Sara Allinder, Michael Baker
Dan Wery, Michael Baker
Cheryl Kitzerow, City of Menifee
Lisa Gordon, City of Menifee

Brandon Cleary, City of Menifee
Ryan Fowler, City of Menifee
Tamara Harrison, City of Menifee
Russell Brown, City of Menifee

SUMMARY NOTES
Article 1: General Provisions
•

Make sure to cover relationship to General Plan, CEQA, etc.

Article 2: Administration, Permit, and Processing
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Add a formal process for forwarding projects during the pre-application process. [Define
thresholds? E.g., controversial projects, “new” project types, projects that could influence
policy]
- Reference Design Advice Request from Portland
- Consider removing “application” from the process – use “feedback”?
Do not include the County’s General Plan initiation process
Final Site Development Plan = Master Home Plans (for subdivisions)
Site Development Plan = Major Plot Plan (remove Site Development Plan as a separate
permit)
Include table with approval authorities (will also identify type of decision; e.g., ministerial,
discretionary)
Minor v. Major Plans (e.g., Plot Plans, Revisions, Conditional Use Permits, Temporary Use
Permits)
- Need to define thresholds between
- Typically recognizes what does or does not require CEQA
- Reference Chapter 9.06 for current distinction in TUPs
Extensions of Time
- OK to consolidate years so not having to approve these annually
- City does attach new conditions to projects, primarily still dealing with projects
that were approved in the County and is a way to play catch up – will continue
practice
Sign Processes – add more relief on the number of signs and location (e.g., tenant signs)
- Individual
- Sign Packages – typically addresses design
- Master Sign Project (needs parameters and process) – typically addresses
location/number of signs
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Eliminate Billboard Permit
Plot Plan
- Take landscape construction plan approvals out? Still need to have a mechanism
to capture fees, though
- Minor Plot Plan – acts as a catch-all and is reviewed by all departments
- Distinguish between Plot Plans that only need planning approval v. Plot Plans that
need to be reviewed by other departments
Planned Development
- Establish process for review and approval
Home Occupation Permit
- Split into two categories: Minor one for home occupations not in detached
structures and major for home-based businesses that may be allowed in detached
structures, have employees or be more expansive uses
- Consider a size threshold for allowance of one v. the other
Substantial Conformance Determination – currently allowed for specific plans – expand
to other permits
Add:
- Accessory Dwelling Unit Permit (current process)
- Large Family Daycare Permit (current process)
Reference:
- Home Occupation requirements
- Chapter 9.06 Temporary Use Permits for temporary outdoor events and general
workshops
Minor Exceptions – Reference various current relief procedures:
- Administrative relief (allow minor at CDD level but more major at PC)
- Deviation (see EDC)
- Setback exceptions
Transfer approval authority from Community Development Director to City Engineer:
- Certificate of Compliance
- Lot Line Adjustment
- Lot Merger
Add to Planning Commission approvals:
- Finding of Public Convenience and Necessity
- Sign Program (new) – reference sign chapter
Transfer approval authority from City Council to Planning Commission:
- Tentative Tract Map
Transfer approval authority from City Council to City Engineer:
- Final Map (ask Jonathan Smith)
- Reversion to Acreage
Add annexation procedures to the Prezoning process
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•
•
•

•

C-P-S – transition into C-1/C-P?
R-T – eliminate and handle through an overlay for Mobilehome or Special Use Parks?
Add:
- Open Space district
- Public Facilities or Institutional district
- Higher density districts as needed to implement GP designations with no
implementing zone
Break the use and development standards tables out by use category (e.g., res,
commercial, industrial)

Article 4: General Development Regulations and Performance Standards
•
•
•
•

•

Feel free to amend Chapter 9.86
Make sure to reference also Chapter 15.04
Keep historic preservation
Parking and loading standards:
- Address RV parking and living in RV with time limits
- Add senior parking
- Keep option to submit a parking demand study to deviate from parking standards
Address compatibility standards between uses

Article 5: Specific Use Regulations
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Integrate Farmer’s Markets into temporary uses – no real push to do certified farmer’s
markets, either
Split Home Occupations into two categories (Major: Home-based businesses and Minor:
Home occupations)
Adult Use Business – verify status – prohibited? Legality?
Add/consider special standards for:
- Emergency shelters
- Large family daycare
- RV and boat storage (commercial)
- Congregate care facilities/assisted living – make distinction between the different
use type and address standards for each as needed
- Short-term rentals (reference the short-term rental memo for potential
thresholds?)
- Tiny homes
Temporary uses to include:
- Special events
- Mobile vendors
Address reverse-vending in recycling facilities (prohibit them or require staff attendants?)
Clarify prohibition of marijuana related uses
Lift RV and auto dealerships out of special regulated uses to stand on its own
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•

•

•
•

Hillside Overlay
- Need to reevaluate boundaries for – check genesis of the current boundaries
(perhaps came from background reports on the General Plan)
- Add a catchall question on applications?
- Require slope analysis as an out?
Mobilehome or Special Use Parks Overlay
- Verify where these exist currently – probably only about 5
- Look at Thousand Trails Wilderness Park to see how this is used
- Handle these through an overlay district and look at eliminating the R-T districts
Review R-6 and R-4 and how they are applied. Candidates for conversion to overlays or
some other special planning district or mechanism to implement intent?
For existing Specific Plans – they reference the version of Ord 348 in place at the time of
adoption. Need to determine how these will be referenced/accessed.

Article 7: Definitions
•

Consolidate here with potential for reference to special use chapters?

Open Discussion
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

General Plan mapping – verify 8.1 – 14 du/ac parcels are showing in GIS. [8.1-14 category
is shown, mapped. 14.1-20 du/ac GPLU designation is not used/mapped.]
Add EDC and M-H to use and development standards tables for analysis – MBI to include
Drones – be prepared for this to come up at the study session (defer to the FAA)
Other uses discussed for consideration:
- Petting zoos
- U-pick farms
- Summer camps (day use and/or overnight)
- Sober living facilities/group homes/adult daycare – check on ability to regulate
- Solar farm (commercial/utility-scale)
- Escape rooms
- Temporary uses including storage pods, RV related, metal shipping containers, car
washes as fundraisers
- Gambling
- Nurseries – distinguish between wholesale and commercial
- Recreation uses (e.g. BMX)
- Shooting ranges
Make distinctions in use categories (e.g., residential, professional office, manufacturing)
– integrate into use and development standard tables
Reflect different housing types in development standards (e.g., small-lot development,
integrate as appropriate any design guidelines)
Double-check the initial issues list from City staff at kick-off
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Menifee Development Code and Grading Ordinance Update
City Council/Planning Commission Joint Study Session No. 1
Summary Meeting Notes
STAFF ATTENDEES:
Sara Allinder, Michael Baker Team (SA)
Dan Wery, Michael Baker Team (DW)
Cheryl Kitzerow, City of Menifee (CK)
Lisa Gordon, City of Menifee (LG)
Jonathon Smith, City of Menifee (JS)

SUMMARY NOTES
Council-Commission Questions and Answers
1. Councilmember Liesemeyer. Hillside ordinance and slope analysis.
2. Mayor Pro-Tem Sobek. Air B&B [short-term rentals] is a concern.
3. Councilmember Liesemeyer. Ranch/house and rural residential businesses (equestrian uses and
operations).
4. Commissioner Thomas. Need to address and allow home-based businesses (i.e. shops in
garages).
5. Mayor Winter. Confirmed need for a definition of home-based business.
6. Commissioner Karwin. Were stakeholders engaged to represent business view of Menifee from
outside Menifee? How to draw new businesses to Menifee. CK noted participation of
commercial brokers and Chamber of Commerce in stakeholder interviews.
7. Commissioner Phillips. Is the use of automated, electronic application management, tracking
and routing systems being considered? SA – forms and applications are part of the scope but not
beyond that.
8. Commissioner Phillips. Was a form-based code considered? SA - not really applicable/suitable to
most of Menifee, except for form of graphic presentation and communication.
9. Commissioner August. Confirmed that no land uses would be changed during the process.

Public Comments
1. Kassen Klein.
a. MBI did a great job; reviewed agenda item materials – stakeholder summary, etc.;
b. Cheryl and Armando are doing great job;
c. 7/9 stakeholders represent commercial, industrial or both businesses, very long-time
and have pulse of city;
d. Need to reinstate the Substantial Conformance Review process – very valuable;
e. General Plan – off point, but important to rectify inconsistency of General Plan Land Use
Element and Circulation Element re: rural residential along Scott Road, which has
around 100,000 average daily trips.
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2. Rick Croy. there is confusion at front desk re: what is required for uses at rural residential (e.g.,
requiring road improvements where no others are planned or likely – incongruous, unnecessary,
uncoordinated).
3. David Dazlich, BIA Deputy Director of Governmental Affairs for Riverside County. Represents
home builders and trades. Assisted with last year’s adoption/revision of development impact
fees. Supports streamlining and provision of certainty and consolidation – very good for
residential development. Requested opportunity to allow more single-family developers to
comment in the future.
4. Tom Fuhrman. Support home-based businesses – not strictly in home (see existing definition).
Most uses don’t currently fit the definition. Existing uses include smog shops, auto and boat
repair, equipment yards, horse ranches. Need to allow and enable someone to get a business
license. 10 to 15-acre properties.
5. Adam Rush, CASC Engineering and Consulting. Represents several projects in city. Interested in
potential parcel-specific changes. How will new regulations affect existing projects that are
previously approved, but not vested or recorded? E.g. setback changes.
6. Liz Hooper. Air B&B [short-term rentals] is a major problem for her homeowners’ association,
daily renters, no neighbors, feels insecure; need ordinance like Riverside County 2016 ordinance
- very thorough; no recourse, contact, communication with owners of the property; would really
like to see regulations to help enforcement; impacts safety, value of homes.
7. Misty Polawski. Air B&B [short-term rentals] is a concern. No owner occupancy, daily changes in
tenants; construction crews, out of state tenants; no contacts, very unsettling; risk; no record,
no recourse, no contacts. Never seen owner of adjacent unit – out of state. Out of country.

Council-Commission Comments and Discussion
1. Councilmember Liesemeyer. Not aware of removal of substantial conformation review (SCR)
process. CK – noted support for and intends to add SCR back in to Zoning Ordinance. Also,
regarding Mr. Rush’s question, this project will include an updated Zoning Map to fix
inconsistencies with the General Plan.
2. Commissioner Thomas. Staff report p.3 – “too many conditional use permits (CUPs)”. Cautions
about lowering CUPs for activities city was specifically concerned about.
3. Councilmember Liesemeyer. Understands costs, but there was a reason for that designation. But
recognizes there may be some allowances for reducing CUPs (e.g., Commerce Point industrial
building – all typical industrial uses require CUP in industrial park – doesn’t make sense. There
are no Permitted Principal uses.).
4. Commissioner Phillips. Agrees with both Thomas and Liesemeyer – but supports CUPs, there
can’t be enough; but agree that we need to streamline the CUP/approval process.
5. City Council accepts staff recommendation to proceed.
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General Plan
Implementation Actions
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General Plan Implementation Actions Related to the Development Code
Implementation Action

Action LU-4

Develop policy guidance or an update to the zoning ordinance that facilitates home-based
businesses and home occupations within the Estate Residential uses adjacent to Scott
Road.

Action LU-8

Update the Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map to reflect updated General Plan Land Use
map revisions and new land use designations.

Action LU-13

Revise Menifee's Municipal Code to include measures that will protect the air quality of
sensitive land uses (facilities where individuals are highly susceptible to the adverse effects
of air pollutants, such as housing, child care centers, retirement homes, schools, and
hospitals) near freeways and other major air-pollutant-generating uses. Protective
measures include an analysis to the potential health risks and appropriate mitigation
measures, such as increased air filtration to reduce risks, as necessary.

Housing Program 7

Housing for People with Disabilities. Amend the Zoning Code to define residential care
facility serving six or fewer clients and allow such uses as a by-right use in all residential
zones. Create a reasonable accommodation procedure.

Housing Program 10

Zoning Code Update. Complete the comprehensive update of the Zoning Code to
implement the City’s adopted general plan.

Housing Program 14

Density Bonus Program. Prepare local density bonus ordinance consistent with state law.

Housing Program 16

Housing for Homeless People. Amend the Municipal Code to allow emergency shelters as
a by-right use in the I-P zone (north of Rouse) and create development and operational
standards allowed for under state law.

Housing Program 17

Fair Housing Program. As part of the Zoning Code update, revise the term family, singlefamily residence, apartment, and other Zoning Code definitions consistent with fair
housing law.

Action C-20

Bikeway and Pedestrian Network. Revise Municipal Zoning Code to require bicycle parking
at multi-family residential sites in addition to requirements for commercial, service and
offices uses.

Action C-37

Scenic Highways. In the City's Municipal Code, prohibit offsite outdoor advertising displays
and require that the size, height, and type of on-premise signs that are visible from
Designated and Eligible State and County Scenic Highways be the minimum necessary for
identification.

Action OSC-39

Agriculture. In the City’s Municipal Code, include an agricultural zone and apply that zone
to areas designated as Agriculture in the City’s General Plan.

Action OSC-40

Agriculture. Develop a Right to Farm Ordinance that describes normal farm practices
expected to occur in agricultural areas and ensure the right of the farmer to continue such
practices subject to appropriate health and safety standards. The ordinance shall specify
that it applies only to areas designated with agricultural land use categories.

Action OSC-42

Agriculture. Develop a program to allow the operation of community gardens on public
land.

Action OSC-69

Air Quality. Revise the Menifee Municipal Code to include energy efficient light sources
such as LED, LPS (Lower Pressure Sodium), HPS (High Pressure Sodium), and solar powered
signage and regulation of parking lot and building light fixtures require full cut-off fixtures,
except emergency exit or safety lighting. In addition, require that all permanently installed
exterior lighting be controlled by either a photocell or an astronomical time switch.
Prohibit continuous all night outdoor lighting unless required for security reasons.
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Action OSC-75

Air Quality. Create a program to incentivize new and existing commercial, industrial,
public, school and medical facilities/developments to install shared vehicle parking, car
pool parking, additional bike racks, and bus stop shelters. Components of the plan could
include reduced permit fees, expedited processing, reduced parking requirements, etc.

Action CD-17

Land Use Transitions and Buffers. Update the City's Municipal Code to include a walls and
fencing ordinance to address appropriate materials and designs for walls and fencing,
including temporary construction fencing.

a

Actions include Action Items as listed in the General Plan Implementation Actions table and Housing Programs identified in the
City’s Housing Element 2013-2021, adopted in February 2014.
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Exhibit LU-3

Land Use Designations
Category

Details

Rural Mountainous (RM)
1 du per 10 acres
(10 acre min)

Single-family residential uses with a minimum lot size of 10 acres. Generally
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RESIDENTIAL

characterized as areas of at least 10 acres where a minimum of 70% of the
area has slopes of 25% or greater. Allows limited animal keeping, agriculture,
recreational uses, governmental uses , and compatible resource
development (which may include the commercial extraction of mineral
resources with approval of a surface mine permit [SMP] and associated uses).

Rural Residential (RR5)
1 du per 5 acres
(5 acre min)

Single-family residences with a minimum lot size of 5 acres. Animal keeping

Rural Residential (RR2)
2 acre min

Single-family detached residences on large parcels of 2 to 5 acres. Limited

and agricultural uses are expected and encouraged; also allows recreational
uses and governmental uses.

agriculture and intensive equestrian and animal keeping uses are expected
and encouraged. Allows small scale home-based business operations in
accordance with the Zoning Code on rural large lot properties if consistent
w/surrounding character.

Rural Residential (RR1)
1 acre min

Single-family detached residences on large parcels of 1 to 2 acres. Limited
agriculture, equestrian, and animal keeping uses are expected and
encouraged. Allows small scale home-based business operations in
accordance with the Zoning Code on rural large lot properties if consistent
w/surrounding character.

Rural Residential (RR 1/2)
½ acre min

Single-family detached residences on large parcels of ½ to 1 acre. Limited
agriculture and animal keeping is permitted; however, intensive animal
keeping is discouraged.

2.1 - 5 du/ac Residential
(2.1-5R)

Single-family detached and attached residences with a density range of 2 to
5 dwelling units per acre. Limited agriculture and animal keeping is
permitted; however, intensive animal keeping is discouraged.

CITY OF MENIFEE LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
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5.1 - 8 du/ac Residential
(5.1-8R)

Single-family attached and detached residences with a density range of 5 to

8.1 – 14 du/ac Residential
(8.1-14R)

Single-family attached and detached residences, including townhouses,

14.1- 20 du/ac Residential
(14.1-20R)

Single-family attached residences and multifamily dwellings such as

20.1-24 du/ac Residential
(201.-24R)

Multifamily dwellings; includes apartments and condominiums.

8 dwelling units per acre.
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stacked flats, courtyard homes, patio homes, and zero lot line homes.

triplexes, fourplexes, motorcourt clusters, and row townhomes.

COMMERCIAL, OFFICE, AND INDUSTRIAL
Category

Details

Commercial Retail (CR)
0.20 - 0.35 FAR

Neighborhood, local, and regional serving retail and service uses. Hotels are

Commercial Office (CO)
0.25 - 1.0 FAR

Variety of office-related uses, including financial, legal, insurance and other

also permitted in this designation.

office services; corporate offices; supporting hotel and ancillary retail uses
are also permitted.

Business Park (BP)
Maximum 0.60 FAR

Industrial and related uses including warehousing/distribution, assembly
and light manufacturing, repair facilities, and business parks, including
corporate offices. Employee-intensive uses, including research and
development, technology centers, "clean" industry, and supporting hotel
and ancillary retail uses are also permitted.

Heavy Industrial (HI)
Maximum 0.50 FAR

More intense industrial activities, such as manufacturing uses, that can generate
significant impacts such as excessive noise, dust, and other nuisances.

OTHER
Category

Details

Specific Plan (SP)

The purpose of a specific plan is to provide detailed policies, standards, and
criteria for the development or redevelopment of an area. As required by
state law, specific plans generally consist of a land plan, circulation plan,
development standards, design guidelines, and phasing plan and set forth
detailed implementation programs necessary to serve the development.
The actual designation of each area will be SP followed by a corresponding
number (e.g., SP-1). Land uses within the SP areas depicted on the land use

CITY OF MENIFEE LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
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plan are conceptual and will be shown to provide context with surrounding
uses. Actual land uses are illustrated in detail in the specific plan documents
(zoning). Amendments to land use in the specific plan will not warrant a
revision to the General Plan (General Plan Amendment).
The intent of the designation is to identify areas where a mixture of
residential, commercial, office, industrial, entertainment, educational, and/or
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Economic Development
Corridor (EDC)
Max. 24 du/ac and 1.0 FAR

recreational uses or other uses is planned. Both horizontal and vertical
mixed uses are permitted. In general, areas designated EDC are envisioned
to develop primarily as nonresidential uses, with residential uses playing a
supporting role. Residential uses shall be integrated vertically and
horizontally with other uses and shall not be allowed as stand-alone projects.
Overall, residential uses shall not exceed 15% of the total EDC acreage nor be
allowed directly adjacent to the freeway.
The EDC designation is primarily intended for uses along corridors such as I215 and Ethanac, Newport, and Scott Roads, since land uses this area have a
higher likelihood to transition over time in comparison to other areas of the
City.
Preparation of a conceptual master plan will be required for new
development projects in EDC areas. A comprehensive understanding of the
relationship to surrounding uses is essential to creating cohesive, integrated
development in EDC areas. The master plan will take into consideration
circulation, infrastructure, and design-related issues for the proposed site and
adjacent uses.
Development in EDC areas may be implemented by a specific plan or
through conventional zoning designations. The appropriate mechanism will
be determined by City staff upon review of the master plan concept.

Agriculture (AG)

Agricultural land including row crops, groves, nurseries, dairies, poultry
farms, processing plants, and other related uses. One single-family residence
allowed per 10 acres except as otherwise specified by a policy or zoning.
New uses encroaching upon existing agricultural operations shall provide
some type of buffering to maximize compatibility and offset issues that
would affect compatibility between uses.

CITY OF MENIFEE LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
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OPEN SPACE
Category

Details

Conservation (OS-C)
N/A

The protection of open space for natural hazard protection, and natural and

Recreation (OS-R)
N/A

Recreational uses including parks, trails, athletic fields, golf courses, and
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scenic resource preservation. Existing agriculture is permitted to remain.

drainage corridors to be used as recreation facilities. Neighborhood parks are
permitted within residential land uses.

Water (OS-W)
N/A

Includes bodies of water and natural or artificial drainage corridors.
Recreational facilities such as parks and trails are also permitted in this
designation if agreements can be reached with governing agencies.

INSTITUTIONAL
Category

Details

Public/Quasi-Public Facilites
(PF)
≤ 0.50 FAR

Civic uses such as City administrative buildings (City Hall, fire stations, police
stations, community centers), government offices, corporation yards (areas
for the City or other public agencies to store equipment or vehicles),
cemeteries, libraries. Applies to existing public and private schools at the
elementary, junior high, and high school levels. Also includes institutions of
higher learning.

Public Utility Corridor (PUC)

Indicates locations that contain easements for significant public utilities
infrastructure, such as transmission lines. Improvements within utility
easements may include parks, trails, nurseries, storage, or any other use that
is compatible with adjacent land uses and permitted by the utility. Any uses
proposed within these easements will require coordination with the
appropriate utility provider.

CITY OF MENIFEE LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
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Exhibit LU-2

Land Use Map

215
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74

215

Source: The Planning Center | DC&E, 2013
Rural Mountainous (RM) 10 ac min

2.1-5 du/ac Residential (2.1-5R)

Commercial Retail (CR) 0.20 - 0.35 FAR

Agriculture (AG)

Rural Residential 2 ac min (RR2)

8.1-14 du/ac Residential (8.1-14R)

Heavy Industrial (HI) 0.15 - 0.50 FAR

Recreation (OS-R)

Economic Development Corridor (EDC)

Public/Quasi Public Facilities (PF)

Rural Residential 5 ac min (RR5)
Rural Residential 1 ac min (RR1)

Rural Residential 1/2 ac min (RR1/2)

5.1-8 du/ac Residential (5.1-8R)

14.1-20 du/ac Residential (14.1-20R)
20.1-24 du/ac Residential (20.1-24R)

Commercial Office (CO) 0.25 - 1.0 FAR
Business Park (BP) 0.25 - 0.60 FAR

Public Utility Corridor (PUC)

Conservation (OS-C)

Railroad

Specific Plan (SP)

Water (OS-W)

1/22/2014

0
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Menifee Development Code Update
Annotated Outline for Presentation v2
CONSIDERATIONS FOR OUTLINE ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT
The following considerations informed the organization and general content of this outline. These
considerations were derived from some of the recommendations included in the Audit Report.
Topic
General

Consideration
-

Use tables and graphics to minimize redundancies and illustrate application and
standards and defined terms.
Organize chapters in groups by topic.
Use cross references to minimize redundancies.
Incorporate new regulations as needed for compliance with applicable State and
Federal laws.

Permit
Procedures

-

Establish common application processing procedures.
Consolidate and organize permit procedures.

Zones

-

Consolidate zones where feasible.
Organize similar zones into related groups (e.g., residential, commercial,
industrial).
Organize allowed uses and development standards into comprehensive tables
for ease of reference, comparison, modification and maintenance.

General
Development
Regulations

-

Special Use
Regulations

-

-

-

Consolidate all general development standards into one location for ease of
reference and to minimize redundancies.
Identify additional general development standards that should be addressed in
the Code update to reflect the needs of Menifee.
Consolidate all special use regulations into one location for ease of reference and
to minimize redundancies.
Identify additional specific uses that should be addressed in the Code update to
reflect the needs of Menifee.
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Menifee Development Code Update
Annotated Outline for Presentation v2
TITLE 9: PLANNING AND ZONING
Article 1: General Provisions
Chapter 9.05: Purpose and Applicability
This chapter will explain the purpose of the Zoning Code, authority relative to the Government Code as
well as California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and applicability of regulations (e.g., new
use/structure, change in use, existing development, projects in process).
Chapter 9.10: Administrative Responsibility
This chapter will identify the City’s designated planning agencies (e.g., City Council, Planning Commission,
City Manager, and Community Development Director) and establishes responsibility for administering the
code. This chapter will also identify the City’s established Committees. Cross references to existing
information in Title 2 (Administration and Personnel) will be included to minimize redundancies.
Chapter 9.15: Rules and Interpretation
This chapter explains what the general rules of interpretation are (e.g., rounding of numbers, shall vs.
should).
Chapter 9.20: Non-conforming Uses and Structures
This chapter will establish City policy for treatment of legal non-conforming uses and structures, including
standards for determining non-conforming status, limited expansion and the process to request special
consideration.
Chapter 9.25: Enforcement
This chapter will include all rules, responsibilities, and procedures relative to the enforcement of
provisions in the Zoning Code.

Article 2: Administration, Permits, and Procedures
Chapter 9.30: Land Use and Development Approval Requirements
This chapter will include general requirements for development and new land uses, identify allowable
land uses and requirements for applications and entitlements, and list exemptions from requirements for
permits and entitlements.
Chapter 9.35: Common Application Processing Procedures
This chapter will explain each component of the entitlement process in general terms, including:
preapplication review procedures, application and fee, determination of completeness, application
review and report, public hearing and public notice, approving authority, appeals, effective date, new
application, approvals to run with land, time limits, time extensions, modification, and revocation. Cross
references to existing information in Title 2 (Administration and Personnel) will be included to minimize
redundancies.
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Menifee Development Code Update
Annotated Outline for Presentation v2
Chapter 9.40: Accessory Dwelling Unit Permit. Will also include junior accessory dwelling unit (JADU)
regulations.
Chapter 9.45: Cluster Development Permit
Procedure Chapters
Chapter 9.50: Conditional Use Permit, Minor and Major
Procedures are listed in alphabetical
Chapter 9.55: Development Agreement
order. These chapters will describe
Chapter 9.60: General Plan Amendment
purpose, applicability, project
Chapter 9.65: Home Based Business, Minor and Major
review and action, required findings,
Chapter 9.70: Large Family Daycare Permit
expiration, appeals, amendments to
Chapter 9.75: Master Sign Program
applications, and other relevant
Chapter 9.80: Minor Exception (New). Allows for minor
sections. Sections will reference the
procedures in Chapter 9.35 when
exceptions (typically a deviation of 10% or less) to select
common application processing
development standards to reasonably accommodate projects
procedures apply.
without requiring a variance.
Chapter 9.85: Official Code Interpretation (New). Allows for a
designated review authority to make an official interpretation of the code without the need for an
amendment to the code.
Chapter 9.90: Planned Development (New). Allows for flexibility in development standards in exchange
for some community benefit that exceeds minimum requirements (e.g., park space or features,
community plaza space, preservation of natural habitat).
Chapter 9.95: Plot Plan, Minor and Major
Chapter 9.100: Prezoning/Annexation
Chapter 9.105: Public Convenience and Necessity (New). Allows the City to establish a finding of public
convenience and necessity for issuance of alcohol licenses in geographic areas that may otherwise be
limited.
Chapter 9.110: Public Use Permit
Chapter 9.115: Reasonable Accommodation (New). Establishes a procedure for making requests for
reasonable accommodations in land use, zoning and building regulations, and policies, practices and
procedures of the City to comply with fair housing law.
Chapter 9.120: Sign Permit
Chapter 9.125: Similar Use Determination (New). Allows for uses not listed on the allowed use table to
be added and processed without requiring a text amendment.
Chapter 9.130: Specific Plan
Chapter 9.135: Substantial Conformance Determination (New). Allows for minimal changes in project
designs to occur under a previously approved permit without requiring an applicant to start over with a
new application.
Chapter 9.140: Surface Mining Permit
Chapter 9.145: Temporary Use Permit, Minor and Major
Chapter 9.150: Tentative Parcel Map. Cross reference to Title 7 for actual procedures.
Chapter 9.155: Tentative Tract Map. Cross reference to Title 7 for actual procedures.
Chapter 9.160: Variance
Chapter 9.165: Vesting Tentative Tract Map. Cross reference to Title 7 for actual procedures.
Chapter 9.170: Zoning Code/Map Amendment
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Menifee Development Code Update
Annotated Outline for Presentation v2
Article 3: Zones
Chapter 9.175: Establishment of Zoning Districts. This chapter
will establish the City’s Zone Districts (consistent with the
General Plan) and references the Zoning Map for designation and
distribution of the City’s Zoning Districts.
Chapter 9.180: Adoption of Zoning Map. This chapter will
establish the adoption of the Zoning Map, incorporates it by
reference, explains the relationship to the General Plan, zoning
district symbols, and zoning map interpretation rules and
procedures.

Base Zone Chapters
Base zone chapters will describe
purpose, description and intent,
allowed uses and permit
requirements, and development
standards. Each chapter will include:


Chapter 9.185: Land Use Classification System. This chapter will
explain the purpose and intent of establishing a land use
classification system (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial,
public and open space use categories to organize the individual
use listings) and identify the rules that apply (e.g., uses not listed,
illegal uses, similar uses).
Chapter 9.190: Agriculture Zones
Chapter 9.195: Residential Zones
Chapter 9.200: Commercial Zones
Chapter 9.205: Economic Development Zones
Chapter 9.210: Industrial Zones
Chapter 9.215: Public/Quasi-Public Facility Zones
Chapter 9.220: Open Space/Conservation Zones
Chapter 9.225: Overlay Zones. This chapter will reiterate the
purpose of establishing overlay zones and will list all of the City’s
overlay zones (e.g., Mobilehome Overlay, Hillside Overlay) along
with any special/unique allowed use and/or development
standards applicable to each overlay district.
Chapter 9.230: Special Planning Areas. This chapter will list any
special purpose areas (e.g., Specific Plan, Planned Development)
established in the City and identify any special provisions or
procedures that apply to those districts.



A single allowed use matrix with
all of the land use classifications
in the left column and all of the
City’s base zone districts across
the top row. The table will be
populated with permit types for
each allowed use (e.g., plot
plan, conditional use permit,
not permitted). References to
the applicable specific use
regulations chapters will be
included, as applicable, in the
table.
A single development standard
matrix with all of zone
development standards (e.g.,
setbacks, height, lot size) in the
left column and all of the City’s
base zone districts across the
top row. The table will be
populated with the applicable
measurement of development
standard. References to the
applicable general development
standards chapters will be
included, as applicable, in the
table.

Individual zones within each use
zone category will be determined
based on the consistency analysis.

Article 4: Site Development Regulations and Performance Standards
Chapter 9.235: General Development Standards. This chapter will describe general development
standards in terms of building site requirements, height measurements and exceptions, and setback
requirements and exceptions.
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Chapter 9.240: Accessory Structures
Chapter 9.245: Cluster Development
Chapter 9.250: Dedications and Improvements
Chapter 9.255: Density Bonuses, Incentives, and Concessions
Chapter 9.260: Density Transfers
Chapter 9.265: Fences, Walls, and Screening
Chapter 9.270: Hillside Development Standards
Chapter 9.275: Historic Preservation
Chapter 9.280: Landscaping Standards
Chapter 9.285: Outdoor Lighting Standards
Chapter 9.290: Performance Standards. Includes air quality,
noise, odor, and vibration standards.
Chapter 9.295: Parking and Loading Standards
Chapter 9.300: Signs Regulations
Chapter 9.305: Trash Storage Facilities
Chapter 9.310: Tree Preservation
Chapter 9.315: Utilities

General Development
Standards Chapters
The following general development
standard chapters will describe
purpose, applicability, permit
requirements and exemptions,
development standards.
Development standards will
generally be organized by standards
applicable to all zones and
standards applicable by zone
category (e.g., Agriculture,
Residential, Commercial, Economic
Development, Industrial,
Public/Quasi-Public Facility and
Open Space/Conservation, Overlay).

Article 5: Specific Use Regulations
Chapter 9.320: Accessory Uses
Specific Use Regulations
Chapter 9.325: Adult Business Use
Chapters
Chapter 9.330: Alcohol Beverage Sales and Consumption. To
include requirements for public convenience and necessity as
The following specific use
well as tasting rooms.
regulation chapters will describe
Chapter 9.335: Animal Keeping
purpose, applicability, permit
Chapter 9.340: Auto-related Uses. To include vehicle,
requirements and exemptions,
development standards, and
commercial RV and boat storage, dealerships, repair and storage
operational requirements.
as well as drive-in and drive-through facilities.
Additional findings for approval
Chapter 9.345: Bed and Breakfast Uses
may also be identified along with
Chapter 9.350: Care Facilities. To include assisted living facilities
other relevant sections as
and congregate care facilities.
appropriate.
Chapter 9.355: Entertainment Uses. To include event facilities
and live entertainment.
Chapter 9.360: Home Based Businesses. To include standards for minor and major home-based
businesses.
Chapter 9.365: Outdoor Sales, Display and Seating
Chapter 9.370: Outdoor Storage. To include metal shipping containers.
Chapter 9.375: Recycling Facilities
Chapter 9.380: Short-term Rentals
Chapter 9.385: Solar Energy Systems
Chapter 9.390: Special Housing Types. To include accessory dwelling units, guest dwellings, single room
occupancy, tiny homes.
Chapter 9.395: Special Regulated Uses. To include hookah lounges and smoke shops, tattoo
establishments, and marijuana cultivation, processing and use.
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Menifee Development Code Update
Annotated Outline for Presentation v2
Chapter 9.400: Temporary Uses. To include farmers markets, mobile vendors (e.g., food trucks and
vending carts), special events, car washes, etc. Other to be determined.
Chapter 9.405: Telecommunication Facilities.

Article 6: Special Planning Areas
Chapter 9.410: Purpose and Applicability
This chapter will explain the purpose and applicability of special planning areas within the City. This
chapter will also explain the relationship of those special planning areas to other zoning and
development regulations.
Chapter 9.415: Special Planning Areas Descriptions and Map
This chapter will describe all of the City’s special planning areas (e.g., Specific Plans, Planned
Developments). This chapter will also include a special planning area map showing the location of all
approved/adopted special planning areas.
Chapter 9.420: Special Planning Area Procedures
This chapter will reference the procedures in Article 2 (Administration, Permits and Procedures) for
application, review, action, and amendment of special planning areas (e.g., Specific Plans, Planned
Developments).
Chapter 9.425: Special Planning Area References and Summaries
This chapter will reference all adopted special planning areas and where standards of development may
be found. If special planning areas are located outside the Zoning Code, this chapter will summarize the
overall content and unique zoning regulations included in each adopted plan.

Article 7: Definitions
Chapter 9.430: Allowed Use Definitions/Descriptions
This chapter will include definitions/descriptions of each of the City’s land use classification listings.
Chapter 9.435: Universal Definitions
This chapter will include all specialized terms used throughout the Code (not otherwise defined in one of
the previous chapters).
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR OUTLINE ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT
The following considerations informed the organization and general content of this outline. These
considerations were derived from some of the recommendations included in the Audit Report.
Topic
General

Consideration
-

Use tables and graphics to minimize redundancies and illustrate application and
standards and defined terms.
Organize chapters in groups by topic.
Use cross references to minimize redundancies.
Incorporate new regulations as needed for compliance with applicable State and
Federal laws.

TITLE 7: SUBDIVISIONS
Article 1: General Provisions
Chapter 7.05: Purpose and Applicability
This chapter will explain the purpose of the Subdivision Code, authority relative to the Government Code
as well as conformance to the General Plan, and applicability of regulations, including exceptions.
Chapter 7.10: Administrative Responsibility
This chapter will identify the responsible authorities for implementing the regulations, procedures, and
general application processing.
Chapter 7.15: Rules and Interpretation
This chapter explains what the general rules of interpretation are.
Chapter 7.20: Exceptions
This chapter will include the process for requesting and granting
exceptions to those standards contained herein.
Chapter 7.25: Enforcement
This chapter will include all rules, responsibilities, and procedures relative
to the enforcement of provisions in the Subdivision Code.

Article 2: Maps Required
Chapter 7.30: Tentative Parcel Map. To include tentative parcel maps
for financing purposes.
Chapter 7.35: Tentative Tract Map
Chapter 7.40: Vesting Tentative Tract Map
Chapter 7.45: Common Interest Subdivisions. Includes condominiums.
Chapter 7.50: Final Map

Procedure Chapters
Procedure chapters (Article
2 and Article 3) will
generally describe purpose,
applicability, submittal
requirements, review and
action, findings, appeals,
revisions, substantial
conformance, and
amendments, expiration
and extensions, and other
application-specific
requirements. Sections will
reference the procedures
in Title 9 (Planning and
Zoning) as appropriate to
minimize redundancies in
procedures.
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Article 3: Certificates, Adjustments, and Mergers
Chapter 7.55: Certificates of Compliance
Chapter 7.60: Parcel Map Waiver
Chapter 7.65: Lot Line Adjustment
Chapter 7.70: Lot Merger
Chapter 7.75: Lot Unmerger
Chapter 7.80: Reversion to Acreage

Article 4: Subdivision Design, Dedication, and Improvement Standards
Chapter 7.85: Design Standards
This chapter will cover applicability and exclusions, general design requirements, street design, grades,
alignments, intersections, alleys, lot and block design, required access, energy conservation, and other
relevant design requirements.
Chapter 7.90: Survey and Monuments
This chapter will cover applicability, survey procedure and practice, and survey monumentation
standards.
Chapter 7.95: Dedications and Fees
This chapter will cover applicability, easements, waiver of access, title insurance requirements for
dedications, park and recreation fees and dedications (as applicable to subdivisions), and payment of
other fees and credits as they relate to subdivisions.
Chapter 7.100: Improvements
This chapter will cover applicability, required improvements (including off-site improvements), design
and access, commencement of improvements, improvement plans, agreement, security required,
acceptance, deferral and phasing of improvements, and substantial conformance. Release of securities
will also be covered.

Article 5: Definitions
Chapter 7.105: Definitions
This chapter will include definitions/descriptions of all applicable terms in Title 7.
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